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I. INTRODUCTION 
The well-known integral transform of Laplace was apparently considered for the 
first time in 1812. Since then, many papers have been devoted to the study of the 
properties of this transform and its numerous applications, and the idea naturally 
arose of generalizing the transform to functions of two variables. During the 1930s, 
short notes on the operational calculus in two variables based on the two-dimensional 
Laplace transform appeared. In the works of Delerue and Doetsch, the methods of 
operational calculus in several variables were successfully applied for the first time 
to the solution of differential equations. 
Although the operational calculus has recently been considerably generalized to 
higher dimensions, it is often expedient in practical problems to make use of the 
operational calculus based on the application of the Laplace transform. 
We suppose that f { x ,  y )  is a real or complex valued function of two real variables, 
defined on the region R(0 < x < oo, 0 < y < oo) and integrable in the sense of 
Lebesgue over the first quadrant. 
We shall consider the Laplace-Carson transform 
where p  =  cr  +  in  and q  =  T +  iv  are complex parameters determining a point (p ,  q)  in 
the plane of two complex dimensions. We shall denote (1.1) as F{p,q) = f{x,y) by 
analogy with the one-dimensional symbolism F(p) = f{x). We shall call the function 
F(p, q) the image, and the function /(x, y) the original. Because the Laplace-Carson 
transform differs from the Laplace transform only in the factor pg, it is clear that all 
the properties and theorems of the classical Laplace transform can be reformulated 
for the Laplace-Carson transform. 
OO OO 
(1.1) 
0 0 
Let D  denote the set of all points (p, ç) for which the integral (1.1), is boundedly 
convergent; then F{p,q) is analytic in D and hence 
o o  o o  
= (-!)"•+"/ j e-"-yx-'y''f(x,y)dxdy. 
0 0 
The theorem on convolutions, which is well-known for one- dimensional Laplace trans­
form, may be extended to the two- dimensional case. If at the point (p, q) the integral 
OO OO 
Fi(p,q) = J J e~'"~^^fi(x,y)dxdy 
0 0 
is boundedly convergent, and the integral 
OO OO 
F2{p,q) = J J e~P''~'^^f2{x,y)dxdy 
0 0 
is absolutely convergent, then 
F { p ,  q )  =  F i  ( p ,  q ) F 2 { p ,  q )  
is the Laplace transform of the function / given by 
X y  f {x ,y)  =  J  J  fi (x  -  ^ ,y  -  i / ) f2( ( ,u)d^du 
0 0 
and in that case 
OO OO 
^(p, g) = y y e~'"~^^f(x, y)dxdy 
0 0 
is boundedly convergent at (p, q). Assuming that /(x, y) has first order partial deriva­
tives and mixed second order partial derivative and for all 0 < z < oo,0 < y < oo, 
we have 
3 
where C, ki, and ^2 are positive constants. Now we have 
(T+iwt r+iw2 
\ / W2^00 / / iu;i r—tu;2 
or 
<T+ioo r+ioo 
/ ( l , v )  =  - j ^  /  /  e - " * » F { p , q ) d p d q  
<y—too r—too 
where <7 > fci and r > ^2- This is known as the inversion theorem. 
To indicate the extent ajid scope of this thesis, and to identify its point of view, a 
synopsis of the chapters is presented. 
Ditkin and Prudnikov [10, pp. 51-68] considered few correspondences in two-
dimensional Laplace transforms to unify results obtained during thirties to fifties. In 
Chapter II, we have established new results in two-dimensional Laplace transform by 
using techniques which enabled us to utilize results from one-dimensional transform. 
These results are useful in evaluating double Laplace integrals involving some special 
functions, and hopefully some of these results may be useful in solving linear partial 
differential equations. 
Bernstein [1] and Chakravarty [3] have considered two dimensional direct Laplace 
transforms. Dahiya [4] have considered n-dimensional direct Laplace transforms. 
However, the inverse problem was not considered. 
Chapter III is devoted to establish new theorems and techniques on multi­
dimensional inverse Laplace transforms by using the following relation 
oo 
0 
oo 
where F { p )  =  p  f  f { i ) d t .  Moreover several two and three dimensional inverse 
0 
Laplace transforms are obtained by using the theorems in this chapter, which are 
otherwise impossible by other means in this neat form. 
In the last section of this chapter, we consider the classical three-dimensional 
Laplace transform defined by 
OO OO OO 
(1.2) F { p , q , r )  =  p q r  J J J e x p ( - p x  -  q y  -  r z ) f { x , y ,  z ) d x d y d z ,  
0 0 0 
where and r  are complex parameters. We shall denote (1.2) as F { p , q , v )  =  
f(x,y,z). Several new results are obtained. These results are used to obtain a 
number of three-dimensional Laplace transform pairs, although many more can be 
obtained by the same technique. 
In Chapter IV, we consider the two-dimensional and three-dimensional Laplace 
transforms of Meijer's G-function defined in terms of Mellin-Barnes types integral as 
follows: 
= / x{s).-ds, 
C 
where z  ^  0  and z' = exp { s  (Log |z| +  i  arg(z))} in which Log |zj denotes the natural 
logarithm of |z| and arg(z) is not necessarily the principal value, 
n^,r(ay + 3)ny„r(i-aj-«) 
- b j -  +  s )  
where m , n , p  and q  are integers with 
0 < n < p,0 < m < q, and the 
a'jS and bjs axe complex numbers such that 
Oj — 6i ^ 0,1,2,3, 
The parameters are such that the points ( b j  -f- v )  and (cj — u — 1) are separated, 
u = 0,1,.... C runs from k — ioo to k + ioo. 
An empty product is interpreted as unity. These assumptions will be retained 
throughout. Whenever there is no confusion we will use the following notation for a 
G-function: 
"i" G  
Also the symbol A(r, a )  is used to represent the set of r paramters p, ..., . 
In this Chapter, several two and three dimensional results are obtained. In the 
proofs of these results, we used two transforms: 
Hankel transform of the G-function 
0 
ppJr2k,pq \ ^2k 
A(fc,l—(T— •j),A(p,aa ),A(A:,1—<r+ 
A(p,ft,) y 
where k  and p  and positive integers, 
1 ' ^ 1 C *  =  m  +  n - - { p - q ) - , u  =  ^ h j a j  +  - ( p  - g) + 1, 
j=i j=i 
Re(cr + — -|— min b j )  >  0  ( j  —  1 , ,  m), 
Z  p  
3 
Re(<7/5 + k  maxflj) < k - \ -  - p  (j = 1,..., n), 
u; > 0,1 arg v \  <  C*7r, C *  >  0, 
and Laplace transform of the G-function 
o o  
d t  
=  w  
A ( k , l - ( r ) , A ( p , a p ) ^  
k  
Ile(<T H— min 6.) >0 (j = 1,..., m), Re(w) > 0, C* > 0, | arg v \  <  C* t t .  
P  
The final chapter deals with the usefulness of the Laplace transform in solving 
boundary value problems. The usefulness of the Lapace transform in this connection 
rests primarily on the fact that the transforms of the derivatives of / are related in 
a  u n i q u e  w a y  t o  t h e  t r a n s f o r m  o f  f .  
l f F ( p , q )  =  f { x , y ) ,  
OO 
-Pi,y(P,0) = P J and 
p2,x(0,q) = q J then 
0 
d f { x , y )  ^  
d x  
d f ( x , y )  . .  
= pFiP, q)-pq J  e '"/(O, u)du, 
d y  'i <iF{p,h) - Pq J e ''^f{^,0)d^, 
L I  2, 
dx^ 
oo ^ 
F{p,q)-q  J  e - ' ' ' ' f { 0 , u ) d u \  - p f 2 , i ( 0 , g ) ,  
7 
oo 
^ ^gy2 # 9^ j  F{p ,q) -p  J  e ^ -g^l,y(P, 0). 
0 
We also relate the two dimensional Laplace transform to other integral transforms. 
Most of the two and three dimensional results we have obtained include certain special 
functions. We therefore give the defintions of those special functions that have been 
used in this work. 
Function Definitions. 
Parabolic cylinder function 
Dnix) = (-l)"e#^ , n = 0,1,2,... 
Parabolic cylinder function 
Elliptic integral 
0 
Exponential integral 
OO 
X 
Error function 
X 
0 
8 
Complementary error function 
o o  
Erfc(x) = [ e~" d u  
v/tt J 
X 
Kummer function 
.«I—I - Ë Sgjs 
n=0 ^ ' / 
Hypergeometric function 
—  J .  ,  J ,  1  X  ^  , 7 1 )  .  .  .  ( O p j T î )  X 
pF,[ai , . . . ,ûp;6i , . . . ,6 , ;x]-g . .  . ( b g , n )  ^  
Hermite polynomial 
2 rf" 2 
•^n(ic) = (-l)"e® e ^ ,n = 0,1, 2 , . . .  
Struve function 
&r(n + |)r(. + » + |) 
Hermite polynomial 
H c „ ( x )  = (-1)» (e-^) , n = 0,1,2,... 
Modified Bessel function 
^ (x/2)-+'" 
" ^ n!r(ti + n + 1) 
n=0 ^ 
Bessel function 
9 
^ ^ n!r(i; + n + l) 
ns=0 ^ ' 
Modified Hankel function 
K y { x )  = TT I - v{ x )  -  /„(g) 
2 sin(t;7r) 
Laguerre Polynomial 
Whittaker function 
Legendre function 
y — u + -; 2t; + 1; X 
-y,y + 1; 1 - /<; 1 — X , |x| < 1 
Schlomilch function 
OO 
S { v , x )  = j  (  (l + u)" 
Gamma function 
OO 
r(x)  =  J  e~^u'~^du.  
10 
II. THEOREMS ON TWO DIMENSIONAL LAPLACE TRANSFORMS 
Theorems on Laplace transform of two variables together with some applications 
of the theorems established have been developed. We shall use the notation 
/(p, î) = y )  
to represent the convergent double integral 
OO oo 
/ ( p , g )  =  p q  J J e ~ P ' ~ ^ ' ' h { x , y ) d x d y , R e { p )  >  0,Re(g) > 0. 
0 0 
Further, the equality 
OO oo OO oo oo oo 
J d u  J J i p { u , x , y ) d x d y  =  J J d x d y  J i p { u , x , y ) d u  
0 0 0 0 0 0 
where 
ip{u,x ,y)  =  ip i (u ,x ,y)rpi (x ,y)  
= ^ 2 { u , x , y ) i p 2 { u )  
will be taken to hold when the following conditions are satisfied, viz., 
(a) I, y )  is bounded and integrable in (0 < a: < a, 0 < y < /3) for every u  in 
0 < u < 6i where a and 13 are arbitrary; 
(b) X, y) is bounded and integrable in (0 < u < 7) for every x, y in 0 < a: < 
oijO < < 02, where 7 is arbitrary; 
(c) f  y is absolutely convergent; 
0 0 
11 
(d) f  f  •^2{^iy)dxdy is also absolutely convergent. 
0 0 
The following theorems hold under these conditions. 
A. Laplace Transforms of Functions of the Form y 
Theorem 1. Let 
(i) F(p) = /(z), 
(ii) ^(p) = Z/(T), 
(iii) G { p )  =  x ' ' f ( y / x ) ,  & = 0,1 
Then for k = 1, we get 
(2.1) 
y/x 
2-k{X + 
(2.2) 
27r(a: + ?/)(a:y)3/2 \ 4xy 
•• v^+ y/q 
and for k = Q, we obtain 
2z3/2 
\-ra [(«v^ + (VP + + v^)] , 
(2.3) 7r(x + y)v^ G  ^ +ff(v5+v^] -, 
(2.4) 
2(a: +y^) r^fx-Vy 
7 r ( x  +  y ) , ^ / ^  \ A x y  J  "  y / p + y / q  
^p3/2+g3/2 
H\ /P+ \ /Q)  +  {P+ Q)H{Y/P+ Y / q )  
12 
PROOF: We start from the following operational relations 
(2.5) x-h-^ = 
(2.6) = 9^(1 + 
Multiplying the two equations (2.5) and (2.6) side by side, we get 
(2-^) + 
Multiplying both sides of (2.7) by u ^f( u )  and integrating with respect to u  from 0 
to oo, we get 
J — J ^ - ' ' ( ^ ) u > f { u ) d u  =  g ^  J S ( u ) d u  
0 0 
oo 
+ q^''^y/p J e-"(v^+v9)u/(u)j«. 
0 
Substituting u = y/t in the integral on the left, we obtain 
oo oo 
(2-8) J f ( V i ) d t  =  q ^ j  e - ' i - / f + ^ > f ( u ) d u  
0 0 
oo 
+ q^'^y/p J e-"^^+^^uf(u)du. 
0 
Using notations (i) and (ii) on the right hand side and (iii) with & = 1 on the 
left hand side of equation (2.8), we obtain the result (2.1). To prove (2.2), first we 
permute p and q and also x and y in (2.1) to get 
( 2 . 9 )  c  (  i ± y \  
2-k{x + y ) x ^ / ^  \ 4 x y  J  
= [pV9F(Vp + Vï)+p"'Vîir(Vp+ VÏÏ)] • 
13 
If we add (2.1) and (2.9) side by side, then we obtain (2.2). The proof of (2.3) can 
be accomplished by starting from (iii). 
The explicit expression of (iii) with 6 = 0 reads: 
oo oo 
G{p) "= P J f(y/x)e~'"dx — J s f(s)e~^'' ds. 
0 0 
Hence, the integral representation of the left hand side of (2.3) is given by 
0 
Taking the double Laplace transform of both sides of this equality, we obtain 
3/2 / oo oo oo 
0 0 0 
oo oo oo 
= —pq J s f ( s ) d s  J y / x e ~ ' ^ ~ ^ ' ' d x  j y~^/^e~'^~^^dy. 
0 0 0 
Now, we employ the known results: 
OO 
J V^e-é-o-dx = ^ (1 + 
0 
and 
oo 
0 
to obtain 
(2.10) 
0 
oo 
= il+Sy/p)e-'^^+^^f(s)ds. 
0 
14 
Finally, we deduce from (i) and (ii) 
SStS = and 
0 
oo 
:ir(v^+V?)=ç J e-'^^P+^sf(s)ds. y/P + y/q 
u 
With these formulae we can express the right-hand side of (2.10) in the form of the 
right hand-side of (2.3). 
To show (2.4) first we permute x  and y  as well as p  and g  in (2.3) to get 
Next, we add (2.3) and (2.11) to obtain the desired result. This completes the 
proof of our theorem. 
We next apply the above theorem to obtain several operational representations 
with two variables. 
Applications. 
Let f {x)  = e""® so that F ( p )  = ^;^,Re(p) > Re(a) 
H ( p )  =  (p/a)2, G ( p )  =  |e^D_4 ,Re(p) > 0. Hence by (2.1), we get 
iM) '"*"5fj,'!*/""-
Also from (2.2), we obtain 
= (PVg + QVpXVP + >/g + g) + 
(y/P+V^ + a)^ 
15 
Suppose f { x )  = sin x; so that F { p )  = = sin oz,Re(p) > |Jma|, 
(f)], G(p) = [% (^) - D, (;%)]. 
Re(p) > 0. 
Hence by (2.1), we find 
(2.14) 
,3/2 
-g xy 
: 2(»+») 'r. f-ay/^\ n (ay/^\ 2y/2iry(x + y)^ 
aq^/p + q^l'^y/psm [2tan-^ { a / { y / P  + y/g))] {y /P +  y/qf  +  o?'  
Further from (2.2), it follows 
(2.15) 
(z' + /) 
27r(x + y)2^2xy 
e 2(®+») • (-ay/^\ f Y 
„ a(p-v^+?v^) + (p^^'v?+<'^^V^)sin[2tan ' (°/(>^+•,/?))] 
( \ ^ + n / « ) ' + < " '  
Taking /(x) = sin/i(ax), fc = 1; we find 
^(P) = > |Rea|,ir(F) = 
p" — a-' 
3 2 G(p) = — 
2 p  
Hence by (2.1), we get 
(2.16) 3x3/2 7r(a; + y)2y^ e 2(a!+v) 
"ty? [(%^ + \/8)'- +2aq'^'^^+ y/^ 
and from (2.2), we get 
16 
(2.17) 
3(a;2+y^) 
7r(x + y ) y / x y  
e 2(®+») 
= +gVp)[(\/^+ \/g)^ - °^] + 2a(p^^^y/q + q^^'^^/p)(^/p + \/q) 
Let us take f { x )  = sinh(ax) and fc = 0, so that 
> |Re(a)|,ff(p) = and G { p )  =  .  
We then obtain from (2.3), and (2.4), on simplication, the relations 
(2.18) 
and 
2ax 
y/Tr(x + y)3/2 _ aq [(y^ + y/q)^ - a^] + 2aq{y/p + y/q) y / p l i s / p  +  y / q f - o ! ' ] '  
(2.19) 
2a(a:^+y^) ^  + 9^^^) [ (VP + + Mp +  ? ) ( + \ / 9 ) v #  
VF(z + y)3/2^ V^[(V^+v^)2-a2] '  
Let /(x) = x" J„(ax), fc = 0 so that 
^(P) = ^^^2 ^ > \ Imal .  
V/TT (p2 + a2)u+2 2 
^(P) 2p'(2arr(v + i) _ 
^(p2+ „ 2 ).+f •'-'W 4V3F' 
Rev > —2,Rep > 0. 
17 
Then by (2,3), we obtain 
(2.20) 
y/K{x  +  r f a^xu \  f a?xy '^V2(x + y)y '^V2(x + y) 
.. (2a)T(^ + &)«[(VP+\/))"+ "'] + 2(2a)''9r( v  + § )  
and by (2.4), we get 
(2.21) ai^y 
y/^{x + y)®/^ x y  +  y )  
.. (2a)"r { v  +  \ )  ( p ^ / ^  +  q ^ ' ^ )  [(VP+ ,/q? + g^] 
I 2(p+ })(2n)''r (d + f) (\^ + v/?)v  ^
Similarly, taking /(x) = x''/„(ax). A; = 0 so that 
F(p) p(2o)«r(T; + l )  V^[p2 - a2)y ^ 1 
2p2(2a)''r(t; + §) 
j-,Re(t;) > --,Re(p) > |Re(a)| 
y/Tr(p^ — 0^)"+: 
we obtain from (2.3) the operational representation 
(2.22) 
2''+^a"x 2 i2^ 
— g x-f y 
TT (x + 2/)"+l 
.. (2a)T(.) + l)9[(v^+ yqf -+ 2q(2a)-T(v + §)(v^+ 
v^((Vp+v%'-«T+* 
18 
Let f ( x )  =  e ~ ^ ,  k  =  0  s o  that 
F{p) = -pv^Trae"^Erfc 2 y 
H { p )  =  a - p ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ - e ^ E r f c  ,  a n d  G ( p )  = 2 y / c i p  K i { 2 y / c i p ) .  
Hence the theorem gives the following representation from (2.3) 
/ n n o \  2 ®  f  l a { x  +  y ) \  . .  \ q ^  a ? \ / ^ ( V P  +  v / ? )  1  
4 / 
ef(>/p+V?)^Erfc ( V^±x^) _|_ 9\/ô 
V 2 y y/p + y/q' 
Making use of the formula (2.4), we obtain, after considerable simplification 
(2.24) ^ 
2(x^+y^) ^  /  /a(g + y)\  „  (p + g)Vâ 
T T x y V F + y  ^  \  y x y  )  '  y / p + y / q  
/v^+ + 2v^(p^/^ + g^/^) - aip + q){y/p+ Vq)V^( y / E p + ^ \  
^y/n \ 2 y  
Let f { x )  = e *=, & = 0so that F(p) = fr(p) = and 
G{p) = 1 - f^e^Erfc ,Re(a) > 0,Re(p) > 0 
Hence by (2.3), we get 
= g(v^+\/g + ") + gV^ 
V^(v^+V^ + a)2 
19 
Finally, suppose f { x )  =  J „ ( a x ) ,  k  =  0 ,  then 
F ( p )  =  
H ( p )  =  
p  a "  
y/p"^ + p+ y/p^ + a? 
p + v\/p'^ 4-
^,Re(u) > —1, 
p  a '  
-)- a2)3/2 + yjp2 q2 
•jT, and 
G { p )  =  ^ y / ï r p e ^  IV— 1 8p 
Hence the theorem leads, on simplification, to the representations 
(2.26) 
X  
y/^{x + y)3/2 
• / a^ary \ 
. V2(i + y)y I  + y ) / .  e 2(x+») 
and 
= g g" ^ {[( \ /^+>/g)^ + g^] + [v^+\/g + y-yrv^+\/g)^ +«^J V^} 
[(v^+VîP + a ' ] ' ' ' [VP+Vî + " 
(2.27) 
a: + y^ 
V^(a; + y)'/2 g 2(»+y) 
• f a^xy \  ( a^xy \  
. V2(a: + y)J 4^ ^(z + y)/ 
g" ^ (p3/2 + [(V^+ + a^] 
+ 
• [(VP + -yi? + [v^ + + V(+ n/Î)' + «'J ' 
"""'(p + t) [\^+ v5+"\AvF+vfF+^ 
K V p  +  V Î ) ' ' +  " T  [ V P  +  V i  +  V ( y ^  +  V i y  +  " T  ^  
Theorem 2. Let 
(i) Hp) = /(z), 
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(ii) G{p) = x/(x), 
(iii) H{p)  =x^f{x) ,  
(iv) <^(p) =xf{y /x ) ,  
then 
(2.28) 
+v^-H'(v^+\/^] 
(2.29) 
- ay + / x_+_yX 
7r(xy)3/2 \ 4xy / 
«3/2 I o3/2 
= 4( 1+^) m\/^+ x/5) + v?+ v?)g(vp+ v/?) + vmg(v^+\/3)l. 
PROOF: From (i), (ii) and (iii), we have 
OO 
(2.30) + V® = y p-'/:;e-'(v?+V0/(«X3, 
(2.31) 
OO 
p-^/V(v^+v/^ = jp-''\{./p+^e-<^+^'>sf{s)ds, and 
0 
g3/2 °f 
0 
Now adding the above equations, it follows 
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(2.32) 
o3/2 
v^( \ /p  +  x/g)  +  >/?( - \ /P+ V^G(\ /^+ \ /9)  +  y /pH{y/p  +  y/q) ]  
OO 
= J + s{y/p+ ^ /q )  + f { s )ds  
0 
OO 
= J P~^^^(l + Sy/p)e~'^'^q{l + Sy/^e~'^ f { s )ds .  
0 
Now using the two known results 
+ Uy/p)e~^^ =-^\/xe~'^, and 
y/t 
5^(1 + Uy /i^  = it follows that 
(2.33) 
o3/2 
VXV^+Vg)  \ /^  +  V^(v^+ \ /?)G'(v^+ \ /? )  +  y /pH{y/p+ y/q) ]  
OO 
0 
The proof of (2.28) is complete if we use (iv) on the right hand side of (2.33). To 
prove (2.29), permute p and g, as well as x and y in (2.28) to get 
(2.34) 
f  x  +  y \  
•k(x + y)x^l'^ \ 4a:y ) 
p3/2 
" y/q{y /P  y /q)  +  V^( \ /P+ V?)G(v^+ y/q)  + y /q i î {y /p  ^  y /q) \  •  
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Now adding (2.28) and (2.34) we get (2.29). This completes the proof of the 
theorem. 
Applications. 
As applications to the theorem, we give the following examples. Let us take f (x )  =  
e""® so that 
and 
Now (2.28) leads to the representation 
(2.35) 
480xy^y/y 
„  q(y /p+y /q  +  af  +  q{y /p  +  y /q) iy /p+  y /q  +a)+  2q^^^y/p  
y/piy/p + \/q + af 
Further from (2.29), we obtain 
(2.36) 
.. (P'/' + 9=/" [(V^4-Vg + o)" + (v^+ vq)ivp+y/q + a) + 2>] 
vmiy/p + \/q + af 
Let f {x )  = sinaa; so that F(p)  =  G(p)  = sin 2tan-^ 
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and 
V'(P) = 2^6"" [^3 - d3 
We now use the theorem with the representations (2.28) and (2.29) to obtain 
(2.37) 
,5/2 
_ a ^ x y  
-e '("+») 
y /by{x + y)2 
„ g [{y/p + y/qf + g^] ' {g + (V^+ y/g) sin [2tan~^ a/(v/^+ y/q)] } 
v/P[(V/P + N/S)' 
2p^q^ sin [3tan~^ g/^+ 
+ 
\/p[(V^+\/9)'+«i'] 3/2 
and 
(2.38) 
a:2-xy + y2_^_^ 
y/2'Kxy{x + y) ~ ( " V ^  .. (p3/2+g3/2) 
[(y^ + y/g)^+g^] ' {g + (^+v/g)sin(2tan ^g/(Vp + v^))} 
[(v^+v^p + o^]''' 
I 2^^sin [3 tan~^ g/(^ + ^ )] | 
respectively. 
Similarly let f {x )  = x^ J^{ax) so that 
{2arpt{v + \) 
V^(p2 + a^yv + "2 F(/ ) )  =  1 ' RG(^) > -^,Re(p) > \Ima\ 
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G{p) = 2p''{2ayr(v+^) 
y/ïï(p^ +02)"+! ,^ (P)=  ( I )  P '"LI  
and 
^(P) pr(2v + 3) (<i\^ (j2 T{v  +1)  (I) "(P'+«')-'•-'aJ'i 2u + 3 ,-l;u + 1; a' p^+a^ 
Hence by (2.28) we have 
(2.39) 
7r(x + 2/)"+^ 
.. g [(v^+ yq? + fl^] r (t; +1) + 2g(v^+ v^)^r {v + f) 
[(VP + V))"+ ^ 
, ,w^r(2«+3)^ 
4" [(v^+Vs)'+<'^I°'^^r(t; + l)^ ' 
3 a 2 
u + -,—l;u + 1; 
2 (V^+V;)" + « 2 
Theorem 3. If 
(i) F(p) = /(z) 
(ii) G{p)  =  xf {x)  
(iii) H{p)  =  x^f{x)  
(iv) (p (p)  =  x'^f (y /x ) ,  then  
(w) -
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and 
(2.41) 
— xy + y^ 
47r(a:j/)^/2 ^(^)=3VS^'(V5+v'5) 
As applications of the theorem, we give the following examples. 
Applications. 
Let us take f (x )  = e~"® so that 
^(p) = > -Re(<.),G(p) = and 
M 
7' ~""vv2p 
Hence by (2.40) we get, on simplification, the representation 
y(p) = -^e^pD-6 ( I ,Re(a) > 0,Re(p) > 0. 
^ 3gx/p(v/p + y/q + af + sq^^^y/pjy/p + y/q + a) + '2q'^y/p 
{s/p + y/q + <^f 
Also, from (2.41), we obtain 
120(x' -xy  +  y^)  ( ii 
(x + y)^-yxy \]l': + y) 
(2.43) 
3(v^ + V?)(v^+ \/p)l\/p + \/? + a) 
(v^+ Vî + a)' 
2(p^V^+g^v/p) 
(v^+^+o)=' 
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Next if we choose f {x )  =  Iv(ax) ,  then we have 
^(P) 
p\p-  -  a? 
'y/p^ — 
-, Re(t;) > —1, Rje(p) > |Re(a)|, 
p \p + vy/p^ — \p — -Jp^ — G{p)  = =Li J 
oy{,p^ — a^)'/2 -, Re(u) > 
u 3 u 4 
;u  +  1;  
a 21 
and 
We then obtain from (2.40) the representation 
(2.44) 
(gt) s 
r(%; + 1) r3gv^ [\/^+yg- \/(\^+ \/^)^ 
^(1 + 3) I V(vF+v^F~^ 
+ 
3g=/"Vp[Vp + V9 + v^/{^/p+Vq?-a'\ [y/p+ y/q - y/jy/p + Vq? - a'\ " 
, 2 /- a^+^tiv + z) 
^4r(., + i)(v^+V«)°+»' ' 
Suppose /(a;) = sinh(ax), then 
[(VP+V^)'-a"] 
u + 3 u + 4 
3/2 
2 ' 2 
;u + 1; 
a 
(v^+\/9r } 
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Hp) = p%T,Re(p) > IM")!. G(p) = g(p) = and 
'fiip) = -C-S (^) - £>-6 (255)] • 
Hence the theorem, gives the following operational representation: 
(2.45) 
60x=/^ 
- g  2 ( x + » ) )  
V V^ + y } xv^l^y. 7r(a; + y/y 
.. Sagy/p [(v^+ V?)' - g']' + 6a,'/"v^(Vp+ ^ /?) [(\/p+ - a"]' 
5'V^[3(v^+,/?)'-<''] 
+ 3 ' 
and 
(2.46) 
n (-t'^/Sxy\ „ f ay/âxy\ 
' \ v ^ )  
+ 
60(x^-xy + y^)^^ 
tt(x + yy^/xy 
za{py/q + gy^) [{y/p+y/qf -
Qa{p^/'^y/q + q^/'^y/p){y/p+ y/q) [{y/p+y/qf - a^]' 
^ (P^\A+ l^s/p) • [3(v^ + s/if - "'] 
[(VP + V))"-":]' 
Theorem 4. Lei 
(i) %) = /(z) 
(ii) G{p)  =  xf (x)  
(iii) fr(p) =zV(:r) 
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(iv) U { p )  = x ^ f { x )  
(v) <i) {p)  =  
Then 
(2.47) 
1 9 
a; 2 y 2 ( ^ )  ^ -
V 4xy  J  p-2Tr(x  +  y) '^  \  " +^/m 
+q{Zy/M + q)H{s/p +y/q) + qy/W{y/P + V^)] 
[3F( + 3(\/P + \ /^G{y /p  +  y/q)  
As  applications of this theorem we give the following examples: 
Applications. Let us take f(x) = sinh(az) so that 
^(p) = 2^ Rep > |Rea|, G ( p )  = Rep > |Rea|, p2 — 
H{p)  2ap(3p^ +a^) (p2 - «2)3 ' 
(p2 — a) 2 
(p2 _ a^y 
y(p) = 15p ^e®p , Rep > 0. 
Hence the theorem gives, on simplification, the following representation 
(2.48) 
s 13 
X 2 V 2 _Î_£J' 
-g 2(2! + i) 
7r(x + y)3 ~ (°\/^ 
Qg [(y/P + - g^] ^  + 2ag(^ + ^ /qf [ ( +  y/qf - a^] 
40v^[O+x/?)'-«']' 
aqi^y/pq + q) [3(v !p + y/q)^ + a^] 
+ 
+ 
Qg^(\ /p  +  v^)  [ {s /p  +  ^ /qf  +  
5  [ { \ / p y / q f  -
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Suppose f ( x )  = e""®, then we find 
F'(p)  = —7—, Rep > —Rea, G(p)  =  f  „ , Rep > —Rea, H(p)  =  2 p  
p +  a  ' (p + a)2 ' ' (p + a) 
%) = D_6 f I ,Rea > 0,Rep > 0. 
3 
Hence we obtain from (2.47) the relation 
(2.49) 7r(x + y)3 ® + y ) 
3g( + v/g + g)^ + zq{y/p + y/q){y/p + + a)^ + 
2^0y/p(y /p  +  y/q  +  a)^ 
+ 
2g(3v^ + q)iy/p + y/g + g) + 
240y/p(^ + V? + g)^ 
Let f { x )  =  cosh ax so that 
F(p)  = R«p > |Reo|, G(p) = + °'f,. ir(p) = 
— a? (p2_o2)2 (p2 — a^ )3 ' 
/ X 3 _1 ^ y(p) = gP e 8p 
^-°V>) ~ G \ / i ; j  , Rep > 0. 
Hence (2.47) leads to the relation 
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(2.50) 
i(^+va {3 [(v^+ V?)' -«"]'+3 [(v/p+ y?)' - g'] 
V^KVP+V^r-""]' 
I 2(3v/M + i)[3a^ + (y^ + V?f]} 
[(%/?+ 
^ 6«^ [(v^ + %/?)' + + a'] 
[(v^+ 
Theorem 5. I f  
(i) F(P)  4= f ix )  and 
(i i)  ( f>{p)  =  y /xf (y /x) ,  then 
We next apply the above theorem to obtain several representations in two variables. 
Applications. 
Let us consider f ( x )  =  e""®, then 
^(p) = f and ip (p)  =  ^ e8FD_3 ( j ,Rea > 0, Rep > 0. 
p +a  y/p  2  J  
Hence the theorem gives the following representation 
Taking f { x )  —  sin ax we have 
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^(p) - oT > |Jma|, and 
p + a 
We now use the theorem to obtain the representation 
i4a;y /a; + y 
7r(x + y)2 v^(x + y)®/2 \ 8xy 4 / 
Erf 
iay/xy „ gpg 
.y/x + y) (V^+V9)^ + a2" 
Suppose /(z) = cos ax so that 
= ^2 + ^ 2' v(p) = ^  Qp - j Rep > 0. 
Hence the theorem leads, on simphfication, to the representation 
(2.54) x + y- 2 a ^xy „ pq{y/p + 
2v^(x + y)5/2 " (v^+V?)^+a^' 
Let /(x) = cosh(ax) so that 
Hp) = p2^_g2' ^ I^Gol, andy(p) = ^  (f t) ^ 
Hence the theorem gives the representation 
X + y + 2a^xy ^ „ Pqiy/P+ y/q) 
2v^(x + y)5/2^ ••(^+^)2_a2-
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Similarly, taking f {x )  =  sinh(az) we have 
F{p) = > |Rea|, and 
y(p) 
,3/2 Erf r :A=j 
a 
\2y/pJ 2p — —,Rep > 0. 
Then we find 
(2.55) £ + y±!^e^Erf / ay/xy \ _ 2 
W®+ y/ 3: 
axj/ .. apq 
2>/5r(a; + j/)5/2 "  J x +  y"  {y /p  +  y /qY -  a?' '  
In this example if we take f {x )  = J„(ax), then we have 
F{p) = tj-jReu > —l,Rep > j/maj 
and 
• «  ( % )  '  Rev > —3, Rep > 0. 
Hence we find the representation 
(2.56) 
2r(f + |) e-^ 
ar(u + l) 2Tr{x + y)y/xy (Èi) • 
v/?)^ +a^ [v^p + v/g + \/(v/P+ \/?)^ + a^J 
Suppose f (x) = Iv(ax) so that 
ïr,Reu > —l,Rep > 0. 
F(p) = 
p y/p^ - a? 
a^sjp^ — -, Ret) > —1, Rep > |Rea| 
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and 
=  l r (v +1) (?) > "• 
Hence the theorem leads, on simplification, to the representation 
r(i> + l) pq [v?+^/?- - a' 
r(f + |) a-VCv^+V?)'-"' 
Let lis take /(x) = A'o(az) so that 
F { p )  = , ^ =cos f-) , Rep > —Rea and 
Vp2 _ g2 Va/ 
^(P) = ^eWTF_i,o (i ^  i) ^  > 0. 
We obtain from the theorem the representation 
<« (^) 
If we take f { x )  =  J o ( a x ) ,  then 
F(p) = P 
y/p^ + a-
Hence we get 
Rep > \ Ima\ ,  and y(p) = e iFi  , Rep > 0. 
(2.59) 
i * X U  
c-i-V 
27r(x  +  y)y / icy  iFi 0;1; 
a?xy  
x + y. 
pq 
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Finally, let us take f {x )  =  x^Jv(ax)  so that 
> -l.itep > i;™l »nd 
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.3 —a 
" + 2'" + ^ :!; J ,Reu > —l,Rep > \Ima\. 
Hence the theorem gives the following representation 
3 , —a^xy 
u + -;u + 1; 
2 '  '  x + y 
r(^ + i)r(%; +1) pq 
r(« + |) [{y/p + ^ y+a^y^-^ 
THEOREM 6. Let 
(i) F(p) = /(z), 
(ii) G(p) = Z/(T), 
(iii) (p{p)  =  x^/ '^f {y /x ) ,  
then 
(2.61) /x \ Axy J pq 4Tr{x + y)y^/'^y/  ix " y/p + y/q 
[F(y/p+ y/^ + y/qG{y/p-]r y/^] 
and 
(2.62) 
(^) ^  :y^ [^mf{^+ s/S) + {p'l'q + ,»/V) f?(v^+ v^)] 
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Here are some examples on theorem 6. 
Let f(x) = e""® so that 
= —E—^Rep > —Rea, G ( p )  = 7—^ , Rep > —Rect, and p + a [p + ay 
y(p) = ^^e^D_5 { \l^] ,Rea > 0,Rep > 0. 
p -
We obtain from (2.61) the following representation 
(2.63) 7r(i + y)®/2 
= pl(y/p+v9 + a)+ 
(v/P+\/î + °)^ 
Suppose /(x) = cos(ax) so that 
-P'(P) = > \Ima\, P r G 
G(^') = 2tan -1  , Rep > \Ima\ and 
Hence by (2.61) we get 
(2.64) f =  
-  -  - \v^ + y/  
X  
2\/9(z + y)®/2' 
p g ( +  V ^ )  +  p g ^ / ^ c o s  [ 2 t a n  ^ a / ( y / p  +  ^ g ) ]  
iy/P+ y/qY + a? 
Similarly from (2.62) we obtain the representation 
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(2.65) 
_ «faz 
e *+» 
2y/^{x + y)^/^ 
2pg(v^+ yg) + (pg^/^ + gp^/^)cos{2tan-^ g/(^ + y / g ) }  
(v^+V^" + «" 
Taking /(i) = sinh(ai) we have 
F(p) = 2 ,Rep > |Rea|, G(p) = 775—^:^,Rep > |Rea|, and (p2_a2)2 
15v^ ai 
, Rep > 0 
The following representations are obtained from (2.61) and (2.62) respectively 
(2.66) z0y/2x »'*» -e 2(«+») 'n f-ay/^\ „ / ay/7xy\ 7r(z + y)®/2 
QPg [(\/^+ \/g)^ - + 2apg^/^(v^+ y/g) 
[(v^+v^)'-«^]' 
, and 
(2.67) 
V {-ay/^\ „ / ay/^\ 
7r(x + y)3/2 
2apg [(v^ + y/qf -  a^] + 2a(^ + ^ /q) (p^/^g + g^/^p) 
[(\/p+\/g)'-«']' 
Let us take f {x )  = J v{ax)  so that 
F(p) po 
>/p2 + a2 p_t_ y^p2 _{. Q2 
•ETjRey > -l,Re(p) > |Jm(a)|, 
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pa"{p-\-v^jp^ + a^) 
(p2 + a^yl'^{p + x/pM^)" 
, Reu > —2, Ile(p) > |Jm(a)| and 
.(p)= V  5 2 + 2'" + ^ '-^] 2T(u + l)p2+i 
Hence (2.61) leads to the following representation 
, Re(u) > —5, Re(p) > 0. 
(2.68) 
/ , \ I ^ 1 1 
T T { X  +  y ) 2 ^ 2  
T(v  +  1)  
r(§ + | )  
PçJWp+ x/g)^  +  g^]  [y /p  +  VÎ  +  V\ / iy /P  +  \/q)^ +o^.  
[(s/p+vî)' + [v^+ v/j+ v/(vf+vfF+^' 
and (2.62) yields 
(2.69) 
2(xy)^ 
7r{x + y)7+2 Fl-^l 
-  + °)  
"r(f  + | ) '  
+(VP+ \/?)^ + (P9''^ + ÎP^'^) [v^+ + f\/(v^+ \/«)^ + o^. 
[( n/p + ^)' + o^] [\/p+V5 + VCvf+vlF+^ " 
Finally, let f ( x )  =  cosh(ax) so that 
^ ,Rep > |Re(a)|,CT(p) = 
p(p^ + a^) 
(p2 _ ^2^2 , and 
'p (p)  =  ^esp  I>-5 , Re(p) > 0. 
Hence the theorem gives the following operational representations by applying 
(2.61) and (2.62) respectively 
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(2.70) 
7r(z + j/)5/2 e 2(»+») 
r. f ay/^\ 
+ yy 
pqjy/p + \/Ç [jy/p + y/q)^ - [(v^+v/g + «^] 
and 
(2.71) 
g'^gy 
e2(»+ë) 
\/57r(x + y)^/2 D_5^ \/ar + y / + D_5^ 
gy^gyNj „ 
\ /^ + y)\  " 
2pg(v^+ ^ /g) [(v^+ yg)^ - g^] + + q^'^p) [{y/p+y/0.f + a^] 
Theorem 7. Let 
(i) %) = /(z) 
(ii) G(p)=z/(z) 
(iii) fr(p) = a;V(z) 
(iv) ip (p)  =z5 /2 / (>A) ,  
then 
(2.72) 
and 
(2.73) 
/ x  \  4 x y  J  
pq 
8Tr{x + y)y^/^y A " y/p+y/q 
[3F ( y/p + y / ^  + 3y/qG ( y/p + y / ^  + qH ( y/p+  y/q)] 
<f> (x + y\ _ 
\ 4xy J •• 
x^^'^y/y + y^l'^y/x 
8n{x  + y)(xyy ^ \ ^  " y /p  +  y /q  
\^pqF{y/p - \ - y/q ) + Z  [pq^/"^ + gp'^^) G { y/p -\- y/q) + (pg^ + qp ' ^ ) H { y/p + y/q)^ 
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Several applications follow, starting with f ( x )  —  e  we find 
-P'(P) = > -Re(a),G(p) = ^ xg, Re(p) > -Re(a), p-t a [p-i- a)'' 
H { p )  
2 p  (p + ay -, Re(p) > —Re(a) and 
,  X  9 0 A l n  y(p) = D_7 p5/2 
Hence by (2.72), we get 
, Re(a) > 0, Re(p) > 0. 
(2.74) 
^pq(y/p + + q)^ + ^ pq^^^iy/p + y/q + a) + 2pg^ 
(y/p+y/q + ay 
Next, let f ( x )  =  sinh(az), then 
^{p) = o ,Rep > I Real, p2 _ a2 
H ( p )  = " ^Rep > |Rea|, and 
ip ® j 
v(p) = 45V^p 2 e ®p 
We now use (2.72) to get the representation 
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(2.75) 
3apg [(v^+ y/g)^ - 4- y/q) [{\/P+ V?)^ - a^] 
[(v^+>/9)^ -a^]^ 
2ap^q [3(y^+ y/g)^ + a^] 
+ 
[(V^+V9)'-«']' 
Now, taking /(x) = I„{ax) we have 
%) = P p  —  y / p ^  -
a" p2 _ gZ 
-,Re(u) > —l,Re(p) > |Rea|, 
G(p) = P  j p  +  V y J p 2  —  P  —  _  q 2  
i  + 32,^+2; t ;  +  l ;^^  Rev > —-,Re(p) > |Re(a)| 
and 
y(p) 
or f—+ - )  2 /  \  
Thus by the previous one-dimensional transforms, we get by using (2.72) the two-
dimensional operational representation 
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(2.76) 
(Sï) • 
in [(y?+v^)' - g'] [y^v^) - V(y?+y?)' - " 
[y^+y?+"v/Cy? + y?)'- a'j [y?+y?-v'(v^+v^)'-°' 
+ 
+ 
a*"^ [(V^ + - «^] 3/2 
a"'^Vg^r(z; + 3 
4(v^+v^M=r(2  +  z) '  '  
a 
i + li + 2;" + l'(yp + ^ )^J 
B. Inverse Laplace Transforms of F {s /P^ %/?)  
In this section, we shall develop theorems on two-dimensional inverse Laplace trans­
form of functions of the form F {y/p, y/ç)) • We shall prove the first couple of theorems 
explicitly. The proofs of the rest of the theorems in this section are similar and there­
fore only statements are provided. I have obtained plenty of Laplace transform pairs 
as an application on each of the theorems. 
Theorem 8. Let  us  suppose 
(i) 'Pip) = /(z), 
(ii) F(p)=z'/V(V^, 
(iii) 
(iv) G(p)  =  y /xf (y /x) .  
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Then we can Gnd the following relation: 
(2.77) 
v c v p + y a )  y/p + y/q 
1 
87r(a: + y)(xy)3/2 
x + y 
A x y  
PROOF: From (i) we have 
OO 
(2.78) i p { p )  =  p j  e-f"/(«)j«. 
0 
Replacing p by {^/p + y/ q )  and multiplying on both sides by ( p q ) ^ ^ ^ ,  we obtain 
VP + V?) = (m)"' J e-°<v^+v®/(«)</«. 
0 
Consider the following two known operational relations: 
{2.79a) - 2x)t-^, 
(2.79b) ,'/2e-«v^ = • 
If we multiply together the symbolic equations (2.78a) and (2.79b) we get 
(2.80) (p,)'/2e-"(v^+v^ # ' 2(^ + v)"' + 4%%) 
Now multiplying both sides of (2.80) by f ( u )  and integrating with respect to u  from 
0 to GO, we obtain 
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oo 
{ p q f f j  e - < ^ ^ ^ ) f { u ) d u  
167r(x 
OO 
J ["^ ~ 2(z + y ) u ^  + 4xy] e""^(^)/(u) d u .  
Making the substitution u  =  y / t  i n  the above relation, and using (2.78) and (ii)-(iv), 
we deduce that 
y/p + y/q f (v^+v^ 
sit{x + y)(xy)^/^ 
which is the relation we set out to prove. 
We shall exhibit several new relationships. If f ( x )  = e then 
p  +  a  
p  
H  ( p )  =  y / W p  e  * p  Erfc 
Rea > 0, Rep > 0. 
Rea > 0, Rep > 0 and 
Rea > 0, Rep > 0. 
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Then by using theorem (8), we will have the relation 
(2.81) 
y/p+ y/q + a. 
- / / j2a?xy\ 1 ( {2a?xy \ 1 
•• |7r(x + y)®/2 x + yj y/2nxy^/xTy \}l ^  + V ) ) ^ 
+ —-p—^ eT^Erfc (, / ° ^ . Ay/TTxyy/x + y \\lx + yj 
Let f (x )  =  e  *^so that 
Rep > —oo, 
Rep > -1, 
Rep > —1 and 
Rep > —1. 
Hence the following relation is obtained 
f i p )  = ^pe'^Erfc ^ 0 , 
H p )  = ^^(P+ 1)^P, 
G(p) = ^ ( p + l ) ^  p ,  
H(p) = v/7r(p+ 1)"2 p, 
(2.82) (pg)3/2ei(>/?+>/?) Erfc = é(x + y + 4xy) + 3 ^ 
V 2 J " 27r(x + y + 4xy)®/2 
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Suppose f { x )  =  x ' " e  then 
V?(p) = r(u + l)(p + a) " p, Rer;>—1, Rep > Re a, 
Rea>0, Rep > 0, Reu > —1, 
g ( p )  =  2 p ;  • .  
Rea>0, Rep > 0, Re u >—land 
Hence the theorem leads to the following representation 
(2.83) 
( p g ) ^ / ^  ^ -4^ f r(t; + 5)2t-f(a;y)t /  l 2 a ? x y \  
t t/SF + o)"''' '' II l)(:c + :/)%+* % / 
_ r(t; + 3)2^-f(a:y)2-^ / j2a^xy\ 
T r r ( v  +  l ) ( z  +  \  \ l  x  +  y  J  
,  2 i -#WT-i  ^  /  l2a^xy\\ 
7r (x  +  y ) t+§  "  '  [y x  +  y  J j 
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Let f(x )  = cosaa; so that 
fi?) p + o? ' 
F ( P )  =  ^ p - î  e - ^ H e  ,  
G { p )  =  Q p -  e ~ V ,  
H { p )  =  y / ¥ p e ~ ^ ,  
Rep > |Im a|, 
Rep > 0, 
Re p > 0 and 
Rep > 0. 
Hence by the theorem we get, 
(2.84) 
j y / p  +  V q )  
. .  'v 
= e '+» / 2 \ 2^{x • + 
x2y2 
+ \/F(z + Jïe 
Let us take f(x )  =  sinhaz, then we have 
(-#)} 
/ \ op 
F(p) = 3V2p-: eW D. 
G(p) = y/np 2 p-H e "p Erf 
h(p) = ^ e'''4peri(^y 
/ a \ a 
\^j ~ 2^' 
Rep > |Rea|, 
Rep > 0, 
Rep > 0 and 
Re p > 0. 
Hence from (2.77) we get 
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(2.85) 
a{pqfl^ 
t i/Si) -- a: ' 
.. 3v^e^ 
7r(x + y)®/2 
x  +  y  — xy(x  +  y  — 2a^xy)  '  
+ 
+ 
4:y/ïfxy{x + 1/)3/2 
2axy 
eS?=q%h isrf a, x + y  
47r(x + y)(xj/)^/2 
Finally, taking f (x )  =  J  y  (ax)  so that 
v(p) = a"p 
\/p^ + «2 p+ -y/pMT^j 
Reu > —1, Rep > |Im a|, 
2  +  2 ' "  +  ' ' "4?  
Reu > —5, Rep > 0 
G(P) = V 3 a 
2 +  2 ' "  +  ' '  -4pJ  2T(ti + 1) 
Reu > —3, Rep > 0 and 
H{p)  =  y/Trpe  8p /„ /2  
Bp/ '  
Rev > —1, Rep > 0. 
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Hence, theorem (8) gives the representation 
(2.86) 
(pç)3/2 
y{y/p+ y/p-^ y/q+ \j{y/p-\- y/qf + a? 
r(f + |)(xyr/^ ^ 
7rr(u + l)(x + y)t+l ^  
r (f +1) (2%)S-' 
2jrr(t) + l)(i+y)5+i' ' 
+ 
a 
l éy/ïr xyy/x~+y 
Reu > —1, Rep > 0. 
Ai 
•xy 
4-Sly,/ ' 
Theorem 9. Let 
(i) F(p) = fix), 
(ii) G(p)=z/(VE), 
(iii) ar(p) =:jF(v(;), 
then 
,3/2 
(2.87) pt 
Vp + V? 
f(vp + v^ = 
47r(x + y)y^l'^y/x K* 
+ y 
4xy 
2 y h  x-\-y i x y  
PROOF: Starting from two known operational relations: 
1 (2.88a) 
(2.88b) 
pe •vs/p — 
20r 
Ç3/2 g- ui/f = 1 j/-5/2(y2 _ 2y)e-"V4!/. 
4\/7r 
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and multiplying together the symbolic equations (2.88a) and (2.88b), we get 
(28%) MT 
If we now multiply both sides by f(u) and integrate with respect to u from zero to 
infinity, we obtain 
f / 2  g-«(Vp+\/g) = f—(_y——(«3 -2yu)e~"'(^). 
87r 
OO 
(2.90) j e-"(^+^)f(u)du 
.. a:-V2y-5/2 
^ j e — 2yu)/(u)c?u. Stt 
Making the change of variable u = y/t m the right hand side of (2.90), and making 
use of (i)-(iii) we derive the relation 
pq 3/2 
•-^{y/p + y/ô) # Kï?) 2 y h  
x + y 
Axy y/p+y/q' " 47r(a; + î/)y®/2y/s 
Several particular two-dimensional transforms may be derived with the help of this 
last formula. 
Here are some examples: 
Applications. 
Suppose f ( x )  =  J „ { a x ) ,  then 
pa" F(P) = 
y/p^ ^ p 4-
Reu > —1, Rep > |Im a|. 
Reu > —2, Rep > 0, and 
2-
g(p) = u a 
2"p?+i 
Reu > —4, Rep > 0. 
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Then by (2.87), we get 
,3/2 a' p q  
y / { y / p +  y / q f  + a ^  y / p  +  y / q  +  y / { y / p +  \ / q ) ^  +  
.. a-x^y^r(f + 2) 
u+4 
T r { x  +  y )  2  
ifi 
a  a* XV 
e 2(»+y) 
4\/F(z +1/)'/2 
If /(x) = e-*', t h e n  e " " ®  =  ^  =  F { p )  
• ( a^xy \ f a^xy V 
. V2(x + y)J ^ l^2(z + y)/_ 
/ (v^) = z e-"^ = - = <?(P) 
/ (v^) = = 1 - ^  e«V..Erf (^) = gw 
Hence by (2.87), we find 
(2.91) 
3/2 y/P+y/q - 3-v/i" 
Vp + v^ + O " t^ix + y^y/y 
2-\/F(z + y)3/2 
Taking f(x) = sin as we have 
Erf r 1 . \y / x ~ + y j  2 T r ( x  +  y ) . y x y  
f { x )  = sinaz = a p  
p^ + a^ 
= f(p), Rep > |Im a|, 
X sin aa: = (p2 + gZ) sin 2 tan 
-1 
P / 1  
G ( p )  and 
sin ax Rep > 0. 
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Hence by (2.87) we get the representation 
(2.92) 
apq 3/2 y /x 
+ + [(x + y)^ + (4aa;y)2] ^  sin 2tan-' (i^)' \ x  +  y j _  
a  
2y/Tr{x + y)3/2 -slp. e «+» . 
Let f { x )  =  c o s  a x ,  then 
f ( x )  =  c o s  a x  =  
X cos ax = 
+ a2 
pcos 1^2 tan"^ 
= %), 
(p2 + a2) - = G{p), Rep > |Im a, | and 
cos a.i/2 1 ga'/ip 
2y/p V 
Hence the theorem gives the relation 
(2.93) 
pq \/x 3/2 i.y/P'^ \/g) ^ 
iy /P+V^f+a"^ "  îT [ (x  +  y)2 +  16a2x2y2]  ^  cos 2 tan-' \X + y 
•» I'K 
-Erf 
/ iay/¥y\ 
27r(x + y)v^ 2v^(a: + y)3/2 \ yz + y ) 
Let us take f{x) = cosh ax so that 
cosh(ax) = p2 — = F(p), 
G(p) = 
2p D—A 
—a \ 
+ D. 
v^yj 
_ a' 
Rep > |Rea|, 
and 
Rep > 0. 
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Then the theorem leads to 
(2.94) 
pç3/2—(Vp+N^) ^^ eSfrm 
(v^+v^) " '^<^ + y?y/y 
n { -ay /^\  . „  f  ay /^  
2y / ï r ( x  + J/)3/2 
If we take f(x) = sinhax, then 
e^Erf ( ) + — ^ 
\ V® + y / 27r(x + y)^/xy 
p2 — #2 smha® = = F ( p ) , H ( p )  =  and 
W) " (^). G(p) = -e"'/.. 
Hence from (3.87) we obtain 
(2.95) 
pq 3/2 a  2 y / x  
(y /p+y/q)  -a '^  "  Ma:  +  y)^\ /F 
e 2(x+y) \/2iy 
V®T1/ 
a 
e »:+» , Rep > |Rea|. 
2\/F(z + y)3/2 
Let /(x) = x^Jy(ax) so that 
G(P) = (0 
2/ p V+1 
R^u > --, 
Reu > —1 and 
Ret! > —2. 
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Hence we find 
(2.96) 
pgV^(2arr (i; + |) 
= / a^ary \ 
7r(x + y)"+2 ^ \2 + y/ 
4-v/7r(x +1/)3/2 
Finally, take /(z) = KQ{ax) so we have 
x y  
+ y)  
K o ( a x )  == .  ^  log P+ "\/P — = F(p), Rep > -Rea 
\/p^  — a'- a 
G(p) = jg e* , Rep > 0 and 
^ ^-§-0 (^) ' Ble (l =b :> -1, Rep > 0. 
Then the theorem yields the following relation 
73/2 v^+V? + \/(VP + v^)'-a2 (2.97) V T  
yCs/P + Vs)'-"' 
log 
87r(a; + t/)x^/2 J/3/2 
1 
e ' + »  E ,  ,, / 
\ a: + y 
a^xjf / g^zy\ 
•°U + y/" 
Theorem 10. L e t  
(i) JFCP) 4= /(%), 
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(ii) G(p)=x'/V(v^, 
(iii) J!f(p)=v^/(v/î), 
then 
y / p +  -s/î 
We shall derive several applications with the help of this theorem. 
Applications. 
Let us taJce f i x )  = 6""® so that 
^(.P) = ^T' Rep > -Rea, p + 1  
G(p) = 6V2D_5 , Rep >-Rea and 
H { p )  =  y / 2 p  , Rea > 0, Rep > 0. 
Hence the theorem leads, on simplification, to the representation 
«"I 
\/2iry{x + y)^/2 
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Next, suppose f ( x )  = cos ax so that 
F(p) = Rep > |Im a|, 
G ( p )  =  jf fes  , Rep > 0 and 
#(p) = y/irp (^p — e Rep > 0. 
Hence we obtain from (2.98) the relation 
(2.100) 
\/40 
(v^+>/5) +«2 
t\/7r(x-
y  -H ( / 2gy \ 3(j + y) - 2a^a:y ) 
+ y)9/2 ^^\^yx + yj 4>/7ry(x + y)®/2 J 
Let /(x) = sinhaa; so that 
A 
G(P) = (ip+ ja^) Erf (j^) e-'/-- -
W). H ( p )  =  2 ^ p - 3 / 2  e « V 8 p  
Hence by (2.98) we get 
(2.101) 
apq^ _ r x + y + 2a'^xy 
{ y / p y / q f  -  ~  ^  8v^y2(a, + y)5/2 
ISv^x 
Erf (•IW) 
t t { x  +  y ) ® / 2  
2ay/x 
87ry^/^(x + t/)2 
D — 5  I  — ( Z  
2zy 
x + y 
Rep > |Rea|, 
Rep > 0 and 
Rep > 0. 
— d—a I o 
2xy 
x + y 
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Theorem 11. Let 
(i) y(p) = /(z), 
(ii) F ( p )  = x ^ / ^ f ( y / x ) ,  
(iii) G ( p )  =  y / x f ( y / F ) ,  
(iv) H ( p )  =  t h e n  
(2.102) 
vp + v^ 
f { \ / p +  y / ô )  
_ 3x 
87r(x + y)y'^/'^ 
+ y'  
4 x y  
Several particular two-dimensional inverse transforms can be derived by employing 
this result. Here are some applications. 
Let f ( x )  = x ^ J v ( a t )  so that 
(p(p) = 0 + «^) " ^ 
"«''-iSiiFi''' 
5 
" + 2 ' "  +  ' '  - t p  
, 1 a 
va; u 4-1; - — 
4p 
1 , a2 
Reu > —-, Rep > |Ima|, 
Reu > —-, 
Reu < 
Reu > —-. 
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Hence the theorem gives the relation 
(2.103) 
4"-'r(% + i)r (« + 0 î'x/p [ ( V p + +  « ' ]  
^ -k"'" (^) ' (" +1) (" + 5- " + -Itï) 
- +1) (" +1 « +1; -^) 
Let f ( x )  = Jv(ax), then 
<f(p) = pa* 
(p2 4- a2)i/2 l^p 4- y'p2 4. ^2 2 ' 
Reu > —1, Rep > |Im a|, 
G(P) = «"rfï + l) 
2T(u + l)p4^ 
H(p) = V^4 (^) exp (-^) 
— 2 — R e v  >  — 3 ,  4p J 
Reu > -1. 
Hence by (2.102), we get 
(2.104) 
^/p+ y/9 + ^(v^+ 
[(v-p+v^)T 
3z3/2 ( a^xy ^ f a^xy \ 
u+3 
-Ï- r /,. t;\ 4^ 
•y/7ra''y(x 4-y)®/^ 
2"~V"~4 
+ 7rr(u + l)y^/2 ( % )  { ' ( i - 8 ^ - " ( M ) î  
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Let f ( x )  =  x"e-',then = v(p) 
xï+le—*" = = F(p) 
xï+èe-""' = ^ ^etïD.,.3 = G(p) 
xï-ie-."" = (yi) = H(p) 
Then the theorem gives the relation 
(2.105) 
r(u + „ fr(u + 5)2î''"txî+ty7~f / j2a?xy\ 
(V^+V?+ "I T(x + y)t+f 
3r(u + 3)2î-fxî+tyT-2 ^ / l2a^xy\ 
7r(x + y)f+f 
, 3r(t; + l)2t-fxf+èyt-2 / l2a^xy \  \ 
7r(x + y)t+2 \V^ + yjj^ 
In particular for /(x) = e""^, we obtain 
(2.106) 
48v/^xV' j y_j 
y/p+y/q + a" 17r(x + y)5/2y3/2 \]lx + yj 
Êî!^L___jr) ^ /2a2xy\ 
7rv^y2(x + y)^/2 ^ ^ y x + y J 
, 3\/x / /2a2xy\ 1 
27ry2y'2(x + y) y y z + y y J 
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Next, let us take f ( x )  = cos az so that 
p2 
^(P) = p2 _|. q2 > Rep > |Iraa|, 
G(p) = ^p~^e~'^He , Rep > 0 and 
H { p )  =  y / i r p e ~ ' ^ ,  Rep > 0. 
Hence according to (2.102) we have therefore 
(2.107) 
. .  r .r9/2 
— = e '+» 
-\ 4\/?Y2(X + Y)5/2 J 
V^' + a2 •• 
^ 3(x + y^y/x — 3(x + y + 2c?xy)x'^l'^ 
Finally, taking fix) = sinhax we have 
y(p) = ap p2 — ' Rep > |Rea|, 
F(p) = 2V2p-#e3F v^) D. 
G(p) = s/Fp-» (ip + - ; 
jff(p) = y/ifpe 4p Erf a 
2\/P/' 
and 
Rep > 0. 
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According to (2.102) we have therefore 
(2.108) 
{ ^ + ^ / î y - a '  
F!^ !| 
iry^(x + y)®/2 x + y} 
\ V ®+ y/J x + y 
+  y f y / x  - 3(z + y + 2a^xy) 
4v^J/2(a. y)5/2 
3\/2a;=/2 
e^Erffa / 
a; + y ) 
Theorem 12. Let 
(i) < f { p )  =  /W, 
(ii) Fip) = zV(VE), 
(iii) G(p) # z/(^, 
(iv) H { p )  = /()/z), then 
(2.109) 
p3/2g2 
\/P + -\/? 
'p{vp + vq) = 
167r(z + y)a:^/2y5/2 
Z + y 
4xy -2(z + 3y)G^ 
a: + y 
4xy 
(2.110) 
pq 5/2 
V^ +V? 
v(v^+ = 
167r(a; + y)z^/^y^/^ 
• • « ( S f )  
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(2.111) 
(M"/' + qp"^) 
vp + y/q fivp + vï)^. 167r(a; + yXxyY''"^ 
-6xy(i^+»^)G(^) 
+ 12^v(^ + v)h (^) 
(a;2 _ sy ^  + y)F 
Applications. 
Let f ( x )  = e so that 
p + a 
f { p )  =  z 0 p - ^ e w d - 6  \ \ h r  
G(p) = 3p ^e^D-4 y\J^J 
^r(p)=l-^p-'eîJErf(j^). 
Hence from (2.109) we obtain 
(2.112) 
p3/2g2 a^xy 
= e 2(«+v)  
\/P + y/Q + Û " I 7r( O-. ^ + y)  \ /y  \  ]l ^  +  y J  
3(3y + x) 
2' k { x  + y) y3/23,i/2 -d-a I aa 
+ 
ay/tty{x + yf^"^ 
3 
47rX^/2y3/2^3. 2/) ' 
;^Erf 
'2a^xy 
x + y 
i-M) 
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and by (2,110) we get 
(2.113) 
•y/p + a/? + a " 
/ / l2a^xy\ 
\i:y^/^ix + yf -'\]lx + yj 
9\/z f l2a?xy 
u - i  
27ry3/2(a;-j. y) yy ar + y 
3a 
4v^t/(x + y)^/^ 
+ 47rx^/2y^/2(x + y) 
Suppose /(x) = x" J„(ax), then we have 
(2o)T(u + l)p 1 
^ ' «^^>-3, Rep>|Ima|, 
F { P )  = 2 , Rey > -3, Rep > 0 
G'(p) = (I) , Rev >-2, Rep > 0 
and 
Reu > —1, Rep > 0. 
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According to (2.110) we have therefore 
(2.114) 
^ - •- I — - T V  '+' j 2x"'^ty'' 2 / a^xy 
\x + t/ 
_ i / a^xy\ 
2ir(x + y)""*"^ \a: + yy 
_Ëî!lVlLl 47r(x + y)""*"^ J + 
Take f ( x )  = sin(az). 
Hence by (2.109) we get the following representation 
(2.115) 
Qp3/2g2 _ 3a 
(y/p + y/ç) ^  + a^ 4^y(x + 
\ 2\/27rxy^/2(x + y) 
+ ^ 
.d,{a0^ 
\/x 
%sfïky{x + y)^ H-M. — ds i a\ 
2xy ' 
a: + y^ 
Theorem 13. Let 
(i) F(p) = /(z), 
(ii) G(p)=z/(V^), 
(iii) H { p ) = f { ^ ) ,  t h e n  
(2.116) 
q'vp 
y/p + y/ï 
X 
47r(a: + y)y®/^ 
/ z + y\ 
V 4zy ) - 3 y H  
X + y 
4xy ^ 
and 
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(2.117) 
q'^y/p + p^y/q 
y / p + y / q  
(z:/:: + 
47r(z + y){xy)^^'^ 
Applications. 
Let f ( x )  =  e  so that we have 
'P '(P) = G(p) = Zp 8p I>_4 I and 
^r(p) = 1 = ^^p-ie^Erfc ' 
Hence (2.116) leads to the representation 
(2.118) 
3x2 
y/p+y/q + o. " Try^l'^(^x + y)^ 
3x 
a^xy  g 2(r + ii) 
*- (#) 
3aa;^/2 ^ 
H '+» Eric ( a 
27ry3/2(a; + y) 2v^y(x + yf^^ 
If we take f ( x )  = sinh ax, then 
xy 
X 4-y 
sinh ax = 
g ( p )  = —a 
w. 
and 
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According to (2.116) we get 
(2.119) 
ap^f^q^ .. 3x^ 
{ y / p + y /q)  "  27r(x + y) y3/2 
3ax3/2 
.g2(r+*) 
y/xty 
2y/Tf(x + 
Suppose /(x) = cosh ax so that 
p2 
cosh ax = 2 = F(p) ,  
a f» 
e »+» . 
p2 — g2 
and 
H ( P )  
ay/r: si 
2V^ 
Hence from (2.116) we obtain 
(2.120) 
(v^+ v^) ^ 
e*p Erf (zv^) + 1. 
3x2 
27r(x - \ -y f  
3ax^/2 
g 2(x+») 
" ,»y ^  J. 
e '+» Erf 
2v/ff(x + y)^^^y 
L e t  u s  t a k e  f{x) = x^J„{ax) so that 
'n {-ay/^\ , „ ( as/ï^\ 
I v F w j  \7m) 
( y/^ \ 3x 
+ y J 27r(x + y)y^/2 ' 
xV„(ax) = = %), 
V^7r(p2 + a^) 2 
^(P) 0\/F _ai 4\/p^ 
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Hence by (2.116) we get 
(2.121) 
(2a)V/^?^r(u + 1) (2a)"z''+^y'' t =i^tv ( 
jJlMf-v®'..-!"*" •I"''"" 
I', '4.(^3)1 -e 2(x+i,) 4\/F(z + y)^^^ 
Finally, if we choose /(x) = Jy(ax),  then we have 
F{p) = pa" 
\/p^"+02 jp + yp2 +a2j 
and 
^r(p) = 
^y/p 
Hence (2.116) gives the relation 
(2.122) 
V (%) - % 
g ^ V p L l 2 q 2  
\J{y/p-\-y/qf y/p+^+\/{y/p+y/qY + a^ 
Ï r(i + 2)z3/2 ^ /^\ 
\ ar(« + l)7r(x + y)^/^y3/2 ?" \z + y J 
— g 2(x+y) 
4)/F(z + y)^/^y 
• f a?xy \ f a^xy \1 | 
. \2(a: +  y ) )  ^ ^ (z + y)/ J 
Theorem 14. Let 
(i) F(p) = /(i), 
(ii) G{p) = f(y/^),  and 
(iii) ^(p) = ;^/(V^. 
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Then 
(2.123) 
1/2 3/2 ^ (V^ \/g) ^ ^ y/p+y/q " 27r(x + y)t/3/2 
and 
(2.124) 
(pV2g3/2+^3/2gl/2) 
^(v^+ ^ 
a.5/2 + y5/2 
' 27r(x + y)(xy)^/^ \ 4®y / 
a;3/2 +  y3/2 ^  /X + y\  
7r(x + !/)yzy V y 
Several representations can be obtained from this theorem. Here are some exam­
ples. 
Applications. 
Suppose f ( x )  ~  e  then 
^ ( p )  = î-^(p) = V^CpErfc 
G(p) = 
Then by (2.123) we get 
(2.125) 
pl/2g3/2 
p + a 
y/7f(a^ + 2p) ^ 
e Erfc 
i^Vp) 
/ a \  a 
2^' 
and 
Vp + >/? + 
_ „ f {2a^xy + 
2^(z 
X + y)x^/^ 
+ yf^^y 2y/ir(x + yy^^y 1/2 ,  
ax 
\v^ + yj 47r(x + y)y3/2 (^ + ^) • 
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Suppose f ( x )  = x^e then 
G(P) =  ^I and 
{\lt)-
Hence (2.123) leads to 
(2.126) 
r(t> + l)p^/^g^/^ _ 2 = -&r(t; + 3)z*+#y*-^ / l2a^xy\  
iy/p + Vq + ay^' ^ <z + y)^+^ ^ ^ + v ) 
2t-èr(t; + l)a:t+iy?-i / 2a^xy 
i r i x  +  y ) ^ + ^  ^ '  """ ' (Vaj  +  y^ 
Let /(z) = sin ax so that 
sin ax = = F{p),H(p) = -z^ipe-^Erf , 
and 
Hence from (2.123), we obtain 
(2.127) 
+ e-^Erf (i^) 
( \ /P+\ /?)  +« 7i ' (x  +  y)  ^  Vv^T^y 
J i>/ï ;z^/^(z + !/ + 2a^Ty) ^ 
\2y/^yy/r+y 2^{x + %/)=/^^ J 
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Suppose f ( x )  =  c o s  a x ,  then 
hp) = *p , and 
e 4p . 
^ (f - t) 
According to (2.123) we have therefore 
(2 128) (v^+ VÔ) ^ f z=/2(z + y + 20^1!/) 1 
(N/P + V?)'+a^ •• 1 2v^(x + y)®/2^ 2v^yx/x + y J 
Talcing /(x) = sinh ax we have 
%) = p2Ta2'^(P) = \/^e%r,Erf , and 
G(p) = ^  (f + t) '"^''(2^) - i' 
Then by (2.123) we get 
(2.129) 
api/2ç3/2 ^ —2ax^ , "V" i,i_^ / \ 
+ e »+» Erf I is/p + y/q) -a^ " -^{x + y) y/y KV^ + yJ 
x^/^(x + y + 2a^xy) y/x ^ 
2V^(x + y)®/^y 2y/Tryy/x + y J ' 
Let us take /(z) = cosh ax so that 
= ^  (2 + %)^^ = \/^ 
Hence from (2.123) we obtain 
(2.130) 
(Vp+^) " 
x^/^(x  +  y +  2a^xy) y/x 
e 4p 
2\/7r(x + y)^^^y 2^/k(x + 
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Suppose f { x )  = J„(ax), then 
F ( p )  =  pa" y/p^ + p+ i/p2 gzj 
G(P) (C ^ and H { p )  =  v ^e «p / «  
Hence (2.123) gives, on simplification the relation 
(2.131) 
\/(v^+\/?)^+a2 ^ + y/q + \/{y/p + y/qf + 
r (4^) a: / 
2a7rr(u + l)(a; + y)y^/2 + !// 
J / g^xy \ 1 2y/ÏTyy/x + y ^ V2(a; + y)yj ' 
:  2(»+») 
C. Laplace Transforms of Mixed Type 
In this section, we shall derive several general relations involving the functions 
F,G,ip and 
with the expectation that these new results will be useful in some physical problems. 
We shall prove the first theorem, since the proofs of the rest of the other theorems 
in this section are essentiaily the same. 
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Theorem 15. Let 
(i) F(p) = /(z), 
(ii) G(p) = xf{x), 
(iii) = x^f (y/x) , i = 1, 0, i. 
(iv) Vit(p) = x^f ( \ /z) ,  k = 2,\,l,-\. 
Then 
(2.132) [f'(v^+V^ + \/9G(v/p + V^]ë 
87r(a: + y ) ( x y ) ^ / ^  ["fë) 4x(pi x + y 4xy 
(2.133) 
pt 
y/p + y/q [F(V^+V^ + V^G(V^+V^]  =  
1 
167r(x + y)x3/2y5/2 (Ï7) (1^). 
(2.134) 
y / p { v p +  V?) [ f { v p  +  v q )  +  v p g i v p  +  v q ) ]  =  
2tr(x + y)y®/2 
/ x + y\ 
V 4xy y 
6y<^o 
z + y 
4zy 
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(2.135) 
(2.136) 
,3/2 
\/?(v^+\/5) 
,3/2 
[f {y/p + + y/qg {y/p + y/ç)] — 
y 
7r(x + y)x^l'^ and 
7r(x + y)(xy)3/2 
-2xy{x'^ + y^)V'-i ^ 
(x + y)(x^ -a:y + 
g + y 
4zy 
(ïf) 
PROOF: We start from two known operational relations: 
(2.137a) p=/2e-«v5r ^ —A_(u2 _ 2i)e-S^, 
(2.137b) ,^(l+„^)e-«VÎ=_^e-«r. 
We first multiply together the symbolic equations (2.137a) and (2.137b) to get 
(2,138) //', (1 + v^i) e-"(^+v^) = - 2x)e-i"'(S?). 
If we now multiply both sides of (2.138) by f { u )  and integrate with respect to u  
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from zero to infinity, we obtain 
(2.139) 
oo oo 
j e-<^+^)f(u)du + (pqf/^ j e-<^+^)uf(u)du = 
0 0 
oo 
0 
0 
Substituting u = y/i'm the right-hand side of (2.139), and making use of the notations 
(i)-(iv) with i = 1 and fc = 2 we get the first of the results in the theorem, namely 
(2.132). The proof for the case i = | and A; = | can be accomplished by starting 
from (i), where we have 
OO 
F { p )  =  P  J e~^^f(u)du. 
0 
On writing ( y / p  -f- y/q) for p and multiplying by pq^, we get 
(2.140) /I + Vq)= pg" / e--^^+^f(u)du. \/P + \M J 
According to (ii), we have 
OO 
G(p) = P J f{u)du. 
0 
Replacing p by (-^-f- -y/ç) and multiplying by we obtain 
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oo 
n3/2-2 f 
(2.141) / e-"(v^+N/^u/(u)rfu. 
VP+v? y 
Adding (2.140) and (2.141) yields 
(2.142) v^+'v? + v?g(v?+ v^)l 
OO 
= pg^ y^(l + y/pu)e~^^^'^^ f{u)du. 
0 
Consider the following two known relations: 
and 
- f -e 4,. 
ï;^ (i? - '") 
Multiplying together the above symbolic equations, we get 
(2.143) n\o + = 104^ S - • 
If we now multiply both sides of (2.143) by f { u )  and integrate with respect to u  
over the interval (0, oo), we obtain 
(2.144) 
OO 
pg" y"(l + Uv^)e-"(v^+v^) f{u)du 
OO 
" 167r( 
0 
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Substituting u = y/t m. the right hand side of (2.144), and using (2.142) and the 
notations (iii), (iv) with j — \ and = | we arrive at (2.133) after simplification. 
We can obtain the rest of the results in a similar way. This completes the proof. 
Applications. 
Let /(x) = e""®. Then by (2.132), we obtain 
(2.145) 
+(m)V^ .. ,451, f 60^ „ ( j2a'xy\ 
'2a^xy\ 
2T T ( X  +  y)x^/2y3/2-^ ^ x + y J j ' 
Further, we get from (2.133) the relation 
(2.146) 
pq"^ {y/p+y/q + a)^ f 180\/2z 
{ y / p +  \ / q  + a )  
z6y/2 
f „ f l2a^xy\ 
AM)} 7r(x + y)®/^ 
Similarly applying (2.134) this time we get the representation 
(2.147) 
jy/p + y/q + a) + y/p „ ^  ' j l + l )  ^ f j2a^xy\ 
y/p{VP+y/q + o,Y " 7r(s + y)2y3/2 z + y j 
+ ?ÎÎ^Erfc (a, . 
y/iry(x + yf^^ K^x + yJ 7r(x + y)y3/2 
And in exactly the same way we can get more relations by using (2.135) and 
(2.136). 
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Let us take f (x )  = a;" J„(ax). Hence we obtain the following relations by applying 
(2.132)-(2.134) respectively: 
(2.153) 
t {v  +  ^ )p^/^q^{^+y/q)^  + 2r (u + |) (^+ 
v^[(v^+y?) '  
-ilpL f 8(a:y)"+2 { a'^xy\ 2a;"+2y'' ^ f a^xy \ \ 
17r(x + ^\a;  + y/  7r(x +  \a;  + y/J  
(2.149) 
2"pg^r (u + 1) [(^+^)^ + a2j +2''+ir(u + |) (^/p + y/q) 
4r(r  + | ) , -v r 7 
7rr(u + l)(z + y)''+^ L 2 
6r (u + I) (xyy 
+ 1; a^xy  
x + y. 
7rr(u + l)(x + y)''+2 i f i  
(2.150) 
r  ("  + I)  [(v^ + + a^] + 2r  (v + I)  (^  + y/q) 
I 'x» J 2a;"+2y' '~2 
x  +  y  '  
7r(x +y)  v-f-2 ' 
" ^  \ _ 31"+2 y'' i 
\^  +  y )  TT{X + y) 
Suppose f {x )  =  sinh ax. Hence, we obtain the following representations by apply­
ing (2.132), (2.133) and (2.134) respectively: 
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(2.151) 
[(v5 + >/5)^ - (v^ + \/«) 
[ (y /p+s /qf -à ' ]^  
7r(x + y) 
K" (""VS) " ("/^l} • 
(2.152) 
[(V^+V?)^ -  a^] + 2ap=/^g^ (y^ +\/g)  
[(v^+V«) '-a2 '  
{(a^ + y) 
18\/2 f 5z 
.g2(,  + y) 
X + y 7r(x + 2/)^/^ x + y 
and 
(2.153) 
[(v^+ + 2açV''^ (v^+V?) 
2 
vp  
3ax^ l£JL 
y /%y{x  + yf /"^ 
e ^+» 
3x^/2 ^ 
-j ; . o e2(z+i,) a ^ x j t  
7r(x + y)^y^l'^ I>-4 
2xy 
x  +  y^ 
— Z)_4 I a 2jy 
a: + y. 
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Let /(z) = Iv(ax). Hence according to (2.132), we have therefore 
(2.154) 
y/p+ y/Q — yj{y/p + y/^) — 
{î" '  [ (V?+-<• ' ]  + [v/p + -  v^(VpVi) '  -  } = 
a7rr(u + l)(z + 
° fy,  g 2{«+l/) 
{ r(f + 3) œ + y M_ 4axy\ r ( |  +  2) \® + y/ Vy ' ' \a; + y. 
and by using (2.133), we get 
y /p  +  y/q  -  yj {y /p  +  "  a2 (pg)3/2 
3/2 
[(v^ + y /q)^  -
2 
xar{v + l){x + yf y/y 
I 
a^g|/ 
e 2(z+») 
v^+ I # 
£li+^M.3,. f . f I 
" \x + yj y/x V^ + y/J a: + y 
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finally, by (2.134), we deduce the relation 
(2.155) 
|(\/P + \ /ô f  — a^+ + v/ç + "\/(\/^+ \/ÔD^ - >/p| ^ 
a*gy 
a:e^(®+») 
a7rr(u + \ ) y^ l '^{x  + [  x + y \z4-y/  
y /y  
For our last example, let us take f {x )  = Kv(ax). Consequently by (2.132) we get 
the relation 
(2.156) 
p^/^g7rcsc(r7r) {^y? + 1/9 + \ j {y /p -^  
2a-y j {^+^f  -a?  
- - yj {y/p+ y/qf -
2a " 
W/"\Ar(2-wr(2 + u)^_# ZvZ+^) 
L_, Ak ImiiMlzi) ^ 
a7r(ï + y) ] a: + j/ 2'2\x + y 
r ( 2  +  f ) r ( 2 - f )  
y '-•••(Sî)l- not a integer. 
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Theorem 16. Let 
(i) = /(a;), 
(ii) G(p) = xf{x),  
( in) <p(p) = f  (y/Pj ,  j  = 
(iv) ip(p) = x^f (y/x),  k = 2,\ ,  
(v) e{p) = x^f(y/x) , ^ = 3, |, then 
For j = 1, k = 2 and £ = 3, we have 
(2.157) 
^ + + S.(.h-')(x.)3A 
L fi±l) _ f£±l\ + J_« fill)], 
r  V  J 2 y  V  y  ^  1 2 »  V  J.  
and 
for j = —k — ^ and ^ = |, we obtain 
(2.158) 
,5/2 
(\/p + \/î) VP [F(v^+v/^ +V^G(v^+V^] = 
7r(x + y)y^/2 V 4xy J 2y \  4xy )  12y^ \  4xy )  
Next, we give some examples which are special cases of (2.157). Note that we can 
deduce other relations by utilizing (2.158). 
Applications. 
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Let f (x )  =  e  .  Hence, we obtain the following relation 
(2.159) 
{y /p  + -y? + a) + 
— — = e'(*+») 
(\/^4- ^ /q  +  a)  
[ ^ D_, i\l^\ - g-. 
\27r(x + y) \ V Z + (/ y 7r(a; + y) ^ \\l x + y J 
1260x3^ / ha^xyw 
t (X + y)" ^v l^  +  y j )  
Suppose /(x) = sin ax. Hence from (2.157), we get 
(2.160) 
apç5/2 ^p3/2g5/2sjn 2 tan ^ 
{y /p  +  y/q)  
{ (°\/x + î/) (x + y)y^ X + Î/ 
x^^^y/y n / 2xy a^xy  
X + y J j 4V^(x + y)' - g  2 ( x  +  v )  
Taking f (x )  
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= sinhaz, according to (2.157), we have therefore 
(2.161) [(v/^ + y/q)^ -a? + 2ap'/2ç5/2 + ^ ) 
[(VP + V))'-"' 
. .  " ' fy,  
= e 2(»+») 
I ^ fD_. ( 47r(x + y) ^/xy L \ / W® + y J 
45v^ |"„ { -ay /^ \  ^ / ay / t^ \  
r" [v^j .  7r(T + y) 
630x^/2 yy 
7r(z + y)^ 
n  f -ay /^ \  „ /^aV5Jy\] |  
Let us take f {x )  =  cosh ax. Hence by (2.157), we get 
(2.162) 
(V/P + T/«) + - A' 
[(v^+v^) ' -a^] '  
— g 2(l + v) 
47r(x + y) ^/xy 
45i/x 
+ 
7r(a:  +y)^Vy 
630x^/2 yy 
7r(x + y) 
ay/2xy 
+ y 
' n  f -aya^\  ,  n  /  ay /^ \  
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Finally, let f (x )  =  x ' 'J„ (ax ) .  Hence, (2.157) gives the relation 
(2.163) 
r (i. +1) pq' /^  [(^ + ^ )' + g^] + 2r (;. +1) (v^+vï) 
I 
aA [(V^ + + «2^ f+§ 
3 ( x y ) " + à  / \  _ 6 3 ? " + à  /  o^zy \  
27r(x + y)""^^ ^\x + y/ 7r(a; + y)""^^ ^ + y/ 
12£^+iy^^ / o^zy \ 1 — 
7r(x + y)""^^ ' \a: + y/ J 
 g ^x»  
. e »+» 
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III. THEOREMS ON MULTIPLE DIMENSIONAL 
LAPLACE TRANSFORM 
A. Two Dimensional Laplace Transforms of y 
We are concerned here with finding the Laplace transforms of functions in the form 
V? We shall derive several formulae which will be used to find some new 
correspondences in two variables. 
Theorem 1. Let 
(i) F(p)=/(z), 
(ii) pvj(p) = /(®2) and 
(iii) < 7 { p )  =  
Then 
(3.1) 
and 
(3-2) 
PROOF: According to the relation (i), we have 
OO 
F { p )  =  P  J e~^''f{x)dx. 
0 
Hence from [19], we find 
OO 
(3.3) /(x^) = ^ (1) du 
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Hence by making use of (ii), the symbolic equation (3.3) takes the form 
(3.4) 
Now, if we replace p by ^ and multiply both sides of (3.4) by x 
we obtain 
(3-5) (/F+i) = ^ / F (i) <i„, 
0 
If we now integrate both sides with respect to x and y over the positive quarter 
plane and then change the order of integration in the resulting integral on the right, 
we obtain 
oo oo 
(3-«) J 
0 0 
oo 
=-^ =i J F du J X 2 6 dx J y"^e *</dy. 
0 0 0 
Evaluating the inner integrals, we get 
C 0 
oo 
0 
If we use (iii), the following result will be obtained 
I 3 
Now, if we permute x and y as well as p and q in the last relation, we get 
(3.6) I h + 
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Adding (3.1) and (3.6), we get (3.2). This completes the proof. 
As an illustration of the application of this theorem, consider the following examples. 
Examples. 
Let f (x )  =  sm(ay /x )  so that 
F(p) = -iy/irpe'^Ed ^ 2^) ' > 0, 
(p(p) = sin ^ ' Rep > |Ima| and 
<^(P) =-^pe^Ei (-^) , |arga|<^. 
Substituting these results into (3.1) and (3.2) respectively leads to 
(3.7) = 
-2T*a- '  (v^+ v^e( '^) 'Ei  f -
Suppose f {x )  =  (2ay /x )  so that 
F(p) = aV''e-^, Rev>-1, 
y(p) = (p^ + 4a^) " % Rei;>-^, Rep>|Ima|, 
and 
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From (3.1) and (3.2), respectively, there follows 
(3.9) 
„ TTq^t{2v) n f  y /p  +  ^ \  
i " 23^-io2«r {v + \) \ ,/2a ) { x +  y +  a a ? x y y + ^   «' a ' (u i
and 
(3.10) 
{x  +  y) {xyy- '^  _ TT (v^+ -y/g) v#r(2v) /V^JLV^) {x + y + Aa^xyY"^^ " 2^"~^a^''r (u + |) \ V2a / 
Let us tcike /(i) = p^^qryy. Hence, we obtain from (3.1) the relation 
and from (3.2) the relation 
(i+!,r+«(x!,r-2 = 
Let f {x )  = J2n,n (3x^/^). Hence we obtain, from (3.1) and (3.2), the following 
relations: 
(3.13) 
_2EJL e '+> J. 
y/y'^ + xy 
/ 2zy \ .. 
p 27^=12-^1 n{2n + l){y/p + n — n-, 2n -\-1; 2 (^+^y\  
and 
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(3.14) 
y /ehe-^h (= 
xy  \ x  +  y )"  
y / tm 
n(2n + l){y/p+ y/q) 2n+2 2  fx  n - ,n;2n + l;  
Theorem 2. Let 
(i) %) = /(z), 
(ii) p'fiip) =/(x^), 
(iii) (T(P) = F {•^), j - -3,-2,0, and 
(iv) d(p) = (^), k = -4, -3, -1,1. 
Then for j = —2 and k = —3 we get 
(3.15) 
(vR) ^  [(v^+ n/Ï)-  (v^ + V® + «(V?+ V?)] .  
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
and 
(3.18) 
x'  ^ + y (/i^ = + Vi) + 4VÎM 6 (VP + v^) (xy)5/2 
Aiso for J = 0 and k = \, we get 
(3.19) 
p~'^''^(t (v^ + x/ç) + ^  ( + v^] y  \ \  X y j  • •  2 {^+y /q )  
and 
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(3.20) 
f./ï^ = , ^ , 
y j " 2 i y / p + ^ }  
For j = 0 and k = —1, we obtain 
(3.21) 
(\/H) ^  V^) + <'(VP+v^] 
and 
(3.22) 
rp3/2 + ç3/2 / /TTT) = 
(a;y)3/2 { ] /  x y J "  ^ <T(y/p+.y/q) + (p + q)0 {^/p + Vq) N/? 
For j = —3 and k = —4 we get 
(3.23) 
(Vr^ s k' (v^+v%+«(v^+v?)] 
and 
(3.24) 
PROOF: We shall prove (3.15)-(3.18). The proofs of (3.19)-(3.24) can be established 
by the same way. We start from the relation (i) where we can write 
(3.25) = (!)<;„. 
0 
According to (ii) we have therefore 
oo 
(3.26) ip ip) =  ^ l  e-y"-"F du. 
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If in equation (3.26) we replace p by y ^  we obtain 
0 
Multiplying (3.27) by ^ g-pi-gy and integrating with respect to x 
and y over the positive quarter plane, we obtain 
(3.28) 
oo oo 
0 0 
oo 
j  F du j  e X ^dx j  e y '^dy 
v^,  
0 0 0 
oo oo OO 
+-^ j  f  du j  e~^'~^x~^dx j  e~^^~'^y~^dy .  
0 0 0 
Evaluating the inner integrals, we obtain, on account of (iii) and (iv) the relation (3.15). 
To prove (3.16) we permute x and y as well as p and q in the relation (3.15), and then 
we combine the resulting relation with (3.15) to get (3.16). 
As before, if we multiply equation (3.27) by a;~^/2y-5/2g-pr-?î/ and integrate with 
respect to x and y over the positive quarter plane, we obtain 
OO OO 
j  j  x - ^ y - ' ^ i p  ( v l y )  
0 0 
oo OO oo 
= •^= j F du j x~ e~^^~dx j 
0 
oo 
= 45V5FP/ e-Cv^+v/î)  F (±) du. 
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Making use of the notations (iii) and (iv) in the last equation, we arrive at (3.17). 
Finally, permuting x and y as well as p and q in (3.17) and then combining the resulting 
permuted relation with (3.17) we derive (3.18). This completes the proof. 
Applications. 
Let f { x )  —  { 2 a y / x ) .  From (3.15) there follows 
(3.29) 
^trqy /p  (x + y + ^ o^xyY'^l " (2ay^ *)?(«+|) 
+ r(2u — 2)D-2V+2 
And from (3.16), we find 
(3.30) 
(x + y)x"~^y*'~2 .. 
VP + 
V2 a  J .  
(\/p+/7)^ 
e siz Re(u) > 1. 
4:TTy/^ 
gr(2u — l)P_2r+l / vp  +  vq \  \ y/2a J 
( y / p + y / D '  e 8a2 
(x + y + 4à^xyy+^ ' ' 23«'-2a3«'-2r (v + i) 
+ ay/2(q + r(2u — 2)D-2v+i 
Also, by (3.17) and (3.18) we obtain 
(3.31) 
r(2u-2) /v^+ {y /p  +  ^ v  
e 8a2 
and 
(3.32) 
(x^  +  y^){xyy-^  ^  
(x + y + Aa^xy)"'^^ " a^''~22^"~îr (u + |) 
fvp  +  y /q \  
r(2t, - 2)D_2,_2 
(p  + g)r(2i; — 1)D_2U+I vp  +  y/q  \/2a 
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Theorem 3. Let 
(i) %) = /(%), 
(ii) p(p(p) = fix^), 
(iii) <T(P) = and 
(iv) B{p) = 
Then 
(3.33) 
and 
(3.34) 
(^jTI) = 4v/ï^ [(v5 + x/5) <r (^/p + Vî) + « (v^ + V®1 • 
PROOF: We start from (i) where we can write 
oo 
(3.35) f(x^) = (i) du. 
0 
According to (ii) we have, therefore, 
OO 
(3.36) v'(p) = j 
0 
If in equation (3.36) we replace p by y > we get 
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Now multiplying (3.37) by g-pr-gy^ and integrating with respect 
to X and y over the positive quarter plane, we obtain 
(3.38) 
0 0 
oo oo 
^ j j 
0 0 0 
oo oo oo 
0 0 0 
Evaluating the inner integrals on the right hand side of equation (3.38), and making 
use of the notations in (iii) and (iv), we obtain the relation (3.33). To prove (3.34) we 
permute x and y as well as p and q in (3.33); then combining the resulting relation 
with (3.15) we get (3.34). Thus the proof is complete. 
The following two theorems have similar proofs. 
Theorem 4. Let 
(i) %) = /(%), 
(ii) pip(p) = f{x^),  
(iii) <T(P)  =  F  ( j^ ) ,  and  
(iv) e(p)=xF{j^). 
Then 
(3.39) 
f 
-px--. / -qy  4» y idy .  
and 
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(3.40) 
x  +  y  
y /^  (\K)^ 2(v^+\/9)  
p  +  q  
.  y /m 
(^(Vp + Vq) + (VP + \/?)^(V^+ Vô) 
Theorem 5. Let 
(i) Fip) = f ix) ,  
(ii) p(p(p) = f{x^),  
(iii) <T(P)  =F(Jy),  
(iv) ^(p) = gF(^). 
Then 
(3.41) 
y/x 
^3/2  (^H) ^  V?) + HV- p + M  
and 
(3.42) 
(xy)3/2 'V (vR)" 
V? 
\/^+ \/9 
[p3/2^g3/2 
y /m 
(y/p + y/q) + (p + qW (Vp  +  Vq)  
B. Inverse Laplace Transforms of F |^(-^+ y/q)^ /2 
In this section, we establish several theorems concerning the inverse Laplace trans­
forms of functions in the form F j^(v'^+ • These theorems are employed to 
construct the inverse transform pairs of commonly used special functions. 
Theorem 1. Let 
(i) F(p) = /(T), 
(ii) pip(p) =f(x^),  and 
(iii) ( t (p )  =x^/ '^f (^^y  
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Then 
(3.43) P, Y [(V^+ (I^) • 
PROOF: According to the relation in (i), we have 
(3.44) /(X^)=^/E-^'*F(I)DU. 
0 
Hence, by making use of (ii), the symbolic equation (3.44) can be written in the fol­
lowing form 
OO 
(3.45) V'(P) = du. 
0 
Now, if we replace p by (v^+ and then multiply both sides of (3.45) by pq, we 
get 
M y [(v^+ Vî)" ' ]  e- '#(v?+v?)r  ^ 1)  du. 
0 
Next, we use the known result 
pe-^VP = '  e -è  
2\/F 
together with equation (3.46) to obtain 
OO 
(3.47) pqf [ (y /p +j  du. 
0  
Making the change of variable = t; in the right hand side of (3.47) gives 
(3.48) pgy [ (y /p  +  y /qy^^ = ^^3/2 j  + ju; 
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or according to the notation in (iii) we have 
vw [(v^+ (^)  • 
Theorem 2. Let 
(i) r(p) = /(z), 
(ii) p^p{p) =f(x^),  
(iii) <7(p) 
(iv) e(p) and 
(v)  ^(p)  f  
Then 
(3.49) 
(wf'V [(^+v%'1 = ' (1^) 
i ^  +  y )  n  ( x  +  y \  ( x y ) - ^ / ^  /x  +  y V  
2(xyy/^ \64xy j 64 \ 64xy / 
PROOF: We start from two known operational relations: 
(3.51) ,3/.e-v^=^^e-îJ. 
We first multiply together the symbolic equations (3.50) and (3.51) to get 
(3.52) (M)'/'«-(^+^) # 
lo t r {xyy '^  
According to (i) and (ii), we have 
OO 
(3.53) i p { p )  = e - — P  F  d u .  
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. 1 / 2  Now, if we replace p by and then multiply both sides of (3.53) by (pg)^/^, 
we obtain 
OO 
(3.64) (P4)="V [(n/p+ V?)"'] = (2) du. 
0 
Hence by making use of (3.52) with a = we get 
(3.55) Je-'f(Vp+V?)r du = 
0 
OO 
y u®e" + du 
1 
212^3/2 
0
277r3/2(; 
0 
(xy)- ' /2  
+ j e-'^ii+y)F du. 47r'/2 
0 
Using the notations (iii), (iv) and (v), we arrive at the desired result. | 
We now state several theorems since thier proofs are essentially similar to the proofs 
of the above theorems. 
Theorem 3. Let 
(1) ^(P) = /(z), 
(ii) p<p(p) = /(x^), and 
(iii) a{p)=x-^/*F 
Then 
(3.56) ^ 16y/xy /x + t/\  7r^/2(a:+y) \  dixy J 
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Theorem 4. If 
(i) f(p) = /(z), 
(ii) p(p(p) = f(x^), and 
(iii) (T(P) =x -*F{^),  then 
(3.57) 
Theorem 5. Let 
(1) F(p) = /(z), 
(ii) ptp(p) = f{x^), 
(iii) G(p) =x-*F(:^), and 
(iv) H( p)= x'^F{^),  then 
(3.58) - y /y  
" ,r#(z+!/)  p^y/qf [(y/p+y/q)^ 
—h (_ A(5 ( i±y) 
4 \ 64zy J y/x \ 64xy / 
Theorem 6. If 
(i) F(p) = /(z), 
(ii) py(p) = /(®2), 
(iii) G{p)  =x -*F  , and 
(iv) E(p) =X^f(^:^^,  then 
(3.59) (xy) pq^^\{y /p-^  y /q)^ \  . .  , 
L J  7r2(x + y) 
J_TT (±±l \  _ ^  /x + y\ '  
32y \64:xy J \64xy J 
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Theorem 7. Let 
(i) r(p) = /(z), 
(ii) p(f{p) = f{x^),  
(iii) G(p)=x-iF(^), 
(iv) H(p) =x^f(^^^, and 
(v) U(p) then 
(3.60) 
q^s/p^ [(y/p + Vq) 
Applications. Let f {x )  =  x' '^ '^J„  ( 2ay /x ) ,  then 
o \ " -2 
% )  =  ( - )  e  "  ,  
y(p) = 4- (p^ + 4a^) " K and 
( t (p )  =  o t  q  -  (2p)^~i  *e^pd^_i  W— , 
5 Ret;  > - ,  Rea>0,  Rep > 0.  
Hence we get from (3.43) the following representation 
S a ^ x y  " _1 / / \ 
/ o f i iN  e"^ fx + yy "  r ,  /  s2a^\ 
467r(a;y)^/2 \^32a:y/ y y x + y y 
1 là  -W 
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and from (3.56) we get 
(v^+ V?+4a')- ' '  
and by using (3.57) and (3.58) we obtain the following relations 
r " _3  
(3.64) 
= 2"'r(« + i)p»?i(v/5+ ^ +4a-'r'-'-
Let f (x )  = r(fq:Yj. Hence by (3.43), we get 
Similarly, Theorems 4 and 5 yield the following representations 
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2 
V (^VP+ 
C. Three Dimensional Laplace Transform Pairs 
In this section, we establish several theorems for calculating Laplace transform pairs 
of three dimensions by using techniques such that the results could be used from one-
dimensional Laplace transforms. The theorems are applied to some commonly used 
special functions and so the section contains several three dimensional Laplace trans­
form pairs, although some more can be obtained by a simiJar technique. 
Theorem 1. Let 
(i) JF(p) = /(z), 
(ii) pG(p) 
(iii) fr(p)=r(^). 
I f  x,y and z are read numbers greater than zero, then 
y /p  +  y /q  +  y /r  
H  { y / p  +  y / q y / r )  .  
PROOF; According to (i), we have 
OO 
(3.69) 
0 
So that by (ii), we can write (3.69) as 
OO 
(3.70) 
0 
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If we replace p  by + ^ + 7 and multiply both sides of (3.61) by {xyz )  ^/^exp(—pz — 
qy — rz), we get 
(3.71) 
{xyz 'y^l '^G (^\J~ ^ exp(-pa: — qy  — r z )  
00 
= ^ j  (x-ie-'-îJ) F (i) du. 
0 
Now, integrating both sides of (3.62) with respect to x ,y , z  over the first octant and 
then changing the order of integration in the resulting integral on the right, we obtain 
(3.72) 
00 00 00 , f f + ^  + J J J y/xyz exp(—prr — qy — rz)dxdydz 
0 0 0  
00 
r z —  ^e-"-^dz > du. = j y -h '^^-^dy  jz-i  
0  1 0  0  0  
Evaluating the inner integrals on the right and simplifying, we obtain, on the account 
of the operational relation (iii), the required theorem. 
Theorem 2. Let 
(i) %) = /(z), 
(ii) pG{p) = f ix^),  
(iii) H{p) = iF{j,). 
If X, y and z are positive real numbers, then 
(3-T3) ^ 
PROOF: From the operational relation (i), we have 
00 
(3.74) 
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Hence, according to (ii), the symbolic equation (3.65) can be written in the form 
oo 
(3.75) G{p) = du. 
0 
Replacing p by ^7 + ^ + 7) exp(—pz —  q y  —  r z ) ,  and integrating with respect to 
X, y, z between the limits (0, 00) and then changing the order of integration in the 
resulting integral on the right, permissible by Fubini's theorem, on account of the 
absolute convergence, gives 
(3.76) 
00 00 00 
IIJ (yi^r^ .xp(-pz - m -
0 0 0 
00 i 00 CO 
= J F I J x'ie~^''~'^dx J y~^e~^^~'^dy 
00 
/ 
0 
z -^^-rz -^dz  
0 
00 00 00 
+ ••• + J x'h'P^'^dx J y-h~^^~^dy J z~h~' ' '~^ dz \  du. 
0 0 0  
Evaluating the inner integrals on the right and making use of (iii), we obtain the 
required result. 
We now state two theorems whose proofs are similar to the foregoing proofs. 
Theorem 3. Let 
(i) f(p) = /(z), 
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(ii) pG(p)=/(x^), 
(iii) H(p)=j^F(j,). 
Then 
(3.77) + ; + ^ if(v^+v^+ 
provided that 
(a) the integral in (3.68) exists as an absolutely convergent integral for Re(p, q, r) > 
0; or 
(b) the original in (3.68) is integrable in (0, oo) with respect to x,y,z: (the opera­
t i o n a l  v a r i a b l e s  p , ,  r  c o r r e s p o n d  t o  x ,  y ,  z ) .  
Theorem 4. Let 
(i) F ( p )  =  f ( x ) ,  
(ii) p G ( p )  =  f ( x ^ ) ,  
(iii) = 
Then 
(3.78) (.,)-/^.-3/^G + i + i 
Theorem 5. Let 
(i) F(p) = /(z), 
(ii) p G ( p )  = f ( x ^ ) ,  
(iii) H j ( p ) = x - ^ F ( ^ ) J  = 0,1,2,3,4, 
(iv) Uk(p) =z-*F(^),& =-1,0,1,2,5. 
Then 
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(3.79) 
(V'î + ?+;) ^  {%(VP+ n/s + N/F) 
+ ^ ^ , /-^5(\/p+\/g +\/r) j , for j = 4 and À; = 5; 
VT + V? + V'' J 
(3.80) 
4S19=;$¥3tv= r-"*" 
—-^Uoiy/p + y/q + y/r) I, forj = 3 and 6 = 0; 
/q + \/r J y/p + y/ç
(3.81) 
xi/2 
( V H 7 Î ) = v ? +  
+p~^/^C7i(^+ yg + \/r)| ; forj = 0 and k = 1; 
(3.82) 
( \ /X  +  ?+ ; )  ^  
+p~ ^ ^ ^ U 2 (y/p + \/q + Vr) j , /or j = 1 and k = 2\ 
(3.83) 
(Vi+i+I) ^  2(^+'J+ 
+U-i{y/p-]r y/q + \/r)} , for j = 2 and A; = -1; 
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(3-84) ^ VP+\^+vf ) 
+U2{\/p + A/Ç + Vr)} , for j = k = 2; 
^ jrMVF V^+^) 
U2(:y/p + y/q + Vr)} , for j = k = 2; and 
+U5(y/p + v/9 + \/r)} , for j = 4 and k = 5, 
provided that 
(a) the integrals in (3.79)-(3.86) exist as absolutely convergent integrals for Re(p, q, r) > 
0; or 
(b) the originals in (3.79)-(3.86) are integrable in (0, oo) with respect to x, y and z. 
PROOF: From the operational relation (i), we have 
oo 2 
(3.87) f ( x ' )  e x p ( - ^ p ' ) F ( ^ ) d u .  
0 
Hence, according to (ii), the symbolic equation (3.78) takes the form 
(3.88) 
oo 2 
0 
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Now replacing p by y ^  ^ + 7,  we get 
(3-89) g (^I + I + ;) = [-Y (; + ; + ;)] 
0 
Mulitplying both sides of (3.90) by { x y z ) ~ ^ ( ^  + 1 + j)exp(—px — qy — r z )  and 
integrating with respect to x,y,z over the first octant, then changing the order of 
integration in the resulting integral on the right, we obtain 
(3.90) 
00 00 00 
/ / / * ''' 0 0 0  
0 0 / 0 0  ^  0 0  ^  
^ J F(^) 1 J x ~ ^  e x p { - p x  -  ^ ) d x  J y ~ ^  e x p { - q y  -  ^ d y  
0 V 0  
00 
/
_3 
z": exp(—rz — — )(fz 
00 00 
/
3 t  g 1^2 f g ^2 
a:~2 exp(—pz — — )(fz J  y ~ ^  e x p ( — q y  —  — c?y J  z": exp(—rz — — )(fz 
0 
00 00 CX> 
,2 f ^ ^,2 J x  2 exp(—px — ^)(fx J y ^ exp(—çy — j ^  ^ exp(—rz — ^)dz > rfu. 
0 0 0 J 
Evaluating the inner integrals on the right and using (iii), (iv) with j = 4 and fc = 5 
in (3.90), we get (3.71). The proof for j = 3 and 6 = 0 can be accomplished by 
multiplying equation (3.89) by x~^y~^z~i exp(—px — qy — rz) then integrating with 
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respect to a:, y, z from zero to infinity, to get 
(3.91) 
OO OO OO 
J J j X 2 G y 2 ^  exp(—px — qy — rz)dx dy dz = 
0 0 0 
oo / oo g 
= exp(-px - ^ )dx 
0 lo 
°f 2 7 2 
• J y~2 exp(—qy — — (fy J exp(—rz — — <iw. 
The change of order of integration in the resulting integral on the right is justified 
under the conditions of the theorem. Evaluating the inner integrals on the right of 
(3.82) and using the notations (iii), (iv) we arrive at the result (3.72). To prove (3.81) 
first we multiply equation (3.89) by ' z~t exp(—px — qy — rz), then integrate with 
respect to x, y, z over the first octant, this gives 
(3.92) 
OO OO OO 1 _____ OO 
0 0 0 
3 oo oo 
1 I y _1 I « .J { _a f 
x2 exp(—px — — )ax y y % exp( —gy — —jay y z % exp(—rz — — )dz 
0 0 
Next we evaluate the inner integrals on the right side of (3.92) and use (iii), (iv) with 
j = 0 and k = 1; hence the relation (3.81) follows. 
We now prove (3.82) by multiplying both sides of (3.89) by ^3 exp(—px — qy — rz) 
and then integrating with respect to x, y, z over the interval (0, 00). On changing the 
order of integration in the resulting integral on the right, we obtain 
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(3.93) 
oo oo oo 
0 0 0 
2 2 
^ (^) ^ '  Gxp(-pz -  ^ )jz Jy-^ exp{-qy -  ^ )dy 
OO 
/ 
_a / «  v j  
z : exp(—rz — — )az efu. 
On evaluating the inner integrals on the right side of (3.93) and using (iii), (iv) with 
j = 1 and k = 2, we get the desired result (3.82). To prove the case for j = 2 and 
k = — 1 ,  w e  s t a r t  f r o m  e q u a t i o n  ( 3 . 8 9 ) ,  m u l t i p l y  b o t h  s i d e s  b y  Y ^ e x p ( — p z  — qy — rz), 
and integrate with respect to x,y,z over (0, oo), this yields 
(3.94) 
OO OO OO 
III ^ y ^ z) exp(—px — qy — rz)dx dy dz 
0 0 0 
oo  ^ oo 2 
a;? exp(—px — —)dx / y~^ exp(—gy — —)dy yJ-K J Ax J 4y 
7 1 ^2 I 
/ 2~2 exp(—rz — — )(fz > du. 
The change of order of integration is justified in view of the assumption that the 
imporper integrals converge absolutely. Evaluating the inner integrals, simplifying and 
using (iii), (iv), we obtain (3.83). 
The proof of (3.76), which corresponds to the case when j  = k = 2, is essentially 
- 4 
similar to the foregoing proof. Multiplying equation (3.89) by ^^exp(—px —  q y  —  
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rz), integrating with respect to x,y ,z  from zero to infinity and changing the order of 
integration on the right, we obtain 
(3.95) 
OO OO OO g 
III ( V 
0 0 0 
OO OO 
, 2  
=  I  ^ i è ) \  J  I  ^  
KO 
°° ,2 
/
-^exp(—rz — ^ ) d z  > du. 
4z J 
Evaluating the inner integrals and using (iii), (iv) leads to the desired result upon 
simplification. Finally, we obtain result (3.86) by multiplying equation (3.89) by 
_ K 
^^-yg-exp(—pz — qy — rz) ,  integrating with respect to x,y ,z  over the interval (0, oo) 
then changing the order of integration in the resulting integral on the right, permissible 
by Fubini's theorem, on account of the absolute convergence. This gives 
(3.96) 
OO OO OO 5 
I I I  ( \ / ;  +  ?  +  ï )  
0 0 0 
OO f OO ^ OO 
= ^  J ^  (&) I exp(-px - ^ )dx j  y-i exp(-gy - '^)dy 
0 
J z ~ ^  e x p ( — r z  —  ^ ) ( f z  >  d u .  
0 j 
Evaluating the inner integrals on the right and simplifying we obtain, on account of 
the operational relations (iii) and (iv) with j = 4 and k = 5, the required result. This 
completes the proof. 
I l l  
Applications. 
Let f { x )  =  s i n ( a y / x )  so that 
f(p)=i^e-ékti(j^y 
G ( p )  = arctan ( - j , 
Rep > 0, 
Rep > \Im a\ and 
h(j>) = -^e^ei (-çj  , 
From (3.73), there follows 
[argal < TT 
(3.97) 
xy + xz + yz 
exp ivp + y/q + vrf 
(xyzy/^ 
' i y / P +  V q  +  
Ei 
From (3.78) there follows in a similar manner 
(3.98) 
(xy) - l / 2 _ - 3 / 2  arctan 
\  y  x + y  +  z J  -
27r^j 
a 
Vmexp 
'  (y/P + \/q + y/r) 21 
Ei 
' - j y / P  +  y / Q  +  V r f  
2 a-' 
Let F ( x )  =  J2n,n(3z^/^). Then from (3.73) we obtain 
(3.99) y/x + y + z ( -2xyz •exp 
x y z  -  \ x - \ - y  +  z  
27rr(2n - 1) 
x  +  )  "  \ x  +  y ^ z )  
r(2n + 1) 
2^1 
 + 
y/^(y/p + y/q + \/r)^~^" 
and by (3.78) we get 
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(3.100) zy/x + y + z exp 
/  -2xyz \  ^ / 2xyz \  _ 
\x + y^-z) " \x-{-y + z) ~ 
%'(2n + l/'V^(v^+ V? + v^) l-2n 
• 2-t*l 
Let f{x) = x"^^jv(2ay/x). Then from (3.73), we obtain 
(3.101) 
xy + xz + yz^ , , g 
(xyzy+^ + y + z)4o zyz) -Î = 
2" + IttI r(2u + 1) 
a2v+i r(t; + i) exp 
(vp+v^+vt) 
8a2 
21 
n / 'vp+ \/q + vr\  
1—via—) 
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IV. LAPLACE TRANSFORM OF MIEJER'S G-FUNCTIONS 
IN TWO AND THREE VARIABLES 
Meijer's G-function is defined by a general definition in terms of Mellin-Barnes 
type integral as follows: 
f im,n  /  111,  '  ,ap\  
^P,g  \  \bi , - ,bq  )  
= / 
2jri y 
n r {hj + 5) n r (1 — Oj — 5) 
z - ^ d s  
C n r (1 - - 5) n r (ay + 5) 
j=m+l j—n+1 
where z ^ 0 and m , n , p , q  are integers with 
0 < n < p , 0 < m < g  
and 
c i j { j  =  1,... ,p), bj(^j = 1,..., ç) 
are complex numbers such that 
(4.1) a j  —  b k  ^  0 , 1 , 2 , 3 , . .  . ( j  =  1 , . . .  , n ;  k  =  1 , ,  m )  
The parameters are such that the points 
— s  —  { h j  +  v ) { j  =  1 , . . . ,  m ;  u  =  0 , 1 , . . .  )  
and 
— s '  =  ( a j  — V  —  l ) { j  = 1,..., n; t; 4- 0,1,... ) 
are separated. This is possible on account of (4.1). C runs from k — ioo such that 
all the points s lie to the right and all the points s' to the left of it. The integral 
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converges absolutely if C* = m + n — |(p + g) > 0 and | arg z| < (m + n — ^(p + g))7r. 
If I argzj = C*7r > 0, the integral converges absolutely when p = g if I{je{/J.) < —1; 
and when p ^ q, if with s = <t + ik and <r and k being real, a is chosen so that for 
k -> ±oo, {q — p)cr > Re{fi) + 1 - — p), where 
During the last one decade Meijer's G-function has found various applications in a 
number of fields such as statistical Distributions, Functional equations. Theoretical 
Physics, Hydrodynamic and Optimization problems. A detailed account of some of 
these applications can be found in [17, pp. 189-260]. The importance of this function 
lies in the fact that a great many of the Special Functions occurring in Applied 
Mathematics, Mathematical Physics and Statistics follow as its particular cases. 
Keeping this in mind we give some examples on elementary special functions ex­
pressed in terms of Meijer's G-function: 
Ï p 
j=i j=i 
— ^0^1 (^1 
arcsin(z) 
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arclan(2)  =  ic j j  
( 2 2 ) »  e - I „ ( z )  =  ^ G \ - ^  ( 2 2 | i t % - . )  •  
Various other elementary special functions, for example, combinations of Legen-
dre functions and also combinations of generalized hypergeometric functions can be 
expressed in terms of the G-fimction. 
In this chapter, several multiple dimensional Laplace transforms of G-functions are 
developed together with some applications. 
Theorem 1. If 
(i) c* = m + n - \ { p  +  q )  
(ii) u  =  h j  -  a j  +  \ { p - q ) - \ - \  
(iii) Re (a, ^  min bj^ > 0(j = 1,..., m) 
(iv) Re(ty) > 0, c* > 0, | arg7/| < c * t t , and 
(v) h  = (2?)4^ + c * { l - p ) .  
Then 
(4.2) 
y (16xy2)-
A(fc,l —f-).A(4p,aa,) 
A(4p,6fl) 
pnp^oi-p) 
p a + k , p p  {pq^y/^ 
a{k,l-<t),a(p,aay 
A(p,6^) 
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(4.3) 
A(fc,^ —^),A(4p,aa)^ 
A(4p,bp)  
vsrk^-^p^-^q^-^gz. pm,pn+k (  ,k  p p{a- l3)  pa+k,pfi V P 
A(k, l -<r) ,A(p ,aa)  
) •  
and 
(4.4) 
1 ^4pm,4pn+k 
™  ^ a r t / v - 1 . 1 .  a  / * / î  
A(fc,l-tr),A(-p,aQ)> 
a(p,bfi) 
( |A(fc,-f-^),A(4p,a„)' 
4pa+k,ApP I (16xy2)-fc A{Ap,hp) 
3 g 4 „ ™ , 4 » „ + i ) " ( « - ' » )  r j  
4 4pa+fc,4p^ ^ (16a:y2)-fc 
— , » a ) ^  
_3c**)  +  l  where r = 
PROOF: We start from the Laplace transform of the G-fiinction given by 
(4.5) 
oo 
dt = w~' hk'-'Sf," 
'^pa+k,p^ • •-W" 
A(&,l-(T),A(p,aa)\ 
A(P,6^) 
On writing for u and multiplying both sides of (4.5) hyTry/2pq, we get 
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(4.6) y (-î'JIjj) dt = 
t:y/2pq{pq^) 
^pm,pn+ifc ( 
'^poc-\-k,pfi  l (pg2)&/4 
A(fc,l-tr),A(p,Oa)^ 
A(P,6(J) 
Now interpreting with the help of the known relation TT\/2pqe = -^e 
it follows 
(4.7) 
n y / 2 p q { p q ) ~ ^  k ' ' ~ ^  h  
^pm,pn+k (  
^pa+fc,p^ I (pq2^k/4 
A{k, l -<T) ,A(p ,aa)^  
A(p ,bp)  
Evaluating the integral on the left hand side of (4.7) with the help of (4.5), we 
get the relation (4.2). To prove (4.3), we multiply equation (4.4) by Ap^q^ and then 
interpret with the help of the following result 
^p4gg-2\/^ = a:"ty~2 e~^. 
v2 
Hence we obtain 
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(4.8) 
oo 
4y/2Trp*q(pq^) ^k" 
rpm,p»+t ( 
^p<='+k,pfi I (pg2)A:/4 
A(fc,l-flr),A(p,aa)> 
A(p,6/j) 
Evaluating the integral by using (4.5), we arrive at (4.2). Similarly we prove(4.3) 
making use, this time, of the result 
3 
pq^e Ë—") 
•• 27r Va:5/2y9/2 a;3/2y5/2 ^  ^ 
The proof is complete. 
The following representations are obtained from Theorem 1 and known results from 
[17, pp. 52-68]. Let p = m = ^  = l=:k = 2, and a = n = 0 in (4.2), then we get 
(4.9) 
(32z/) = 
^ ' r(l-2a + 2^ + 2T)r(l-2a + 2/?-27) 
?Vp 
4Q(—|,4A —1^ 
/9+7 
Let p = m = n = a = k = l and /3 = 2 in (4.3), then we get 
(4.10) 
= r(a + 7i)r(o; + 72) a-ifg+A) 
•• 27 Tia + /3) ^ ^ 
2-fl  a: + 7i,a: + 72;o! + ^ ;-(pç2) i 
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where 7 = 2(a + + 7i + 72) + A — 11. Let p = k = l,a = n = 0, and ^ = m = 2 in 
(4.3), then we find 
TT^ 3 i ezp4,i / 1 \ 
2  ^  ^  cos(/3ir) ^ \ 2p4g i / 
Similarly, from (4.4) we get, by letting p = m = /3 = l,n = a = 0 and k = 2, the 
relation 
(4.12) 
5 —•y )1 — 
= x2^+4-fy4/î+i-fgl6xy^ 
fi+s 
|r (2/3 + 2(5 - - + 0 r ^ 2^ -2^-^+0 TF_2^_x_i 2g(32zy^) 
~ 2^ 4 2) ^  ~ ~ 4 2) ^ -2/9-i.2«(32®y^) • 
Let m = 2, /Î = 4, and f t  =  n ~ k  =  Q  =  l ,  then we find, from (4.4), the relation 
(4.13) 
2Za-AP'^h+t  ''((pç2)0 " (pç2)î X 4 
3^8,5 
4^5,16 
f-
410 i .  4 »• 
/ xy2 
I 410 
.1 ot 3 
^4-3 X "y+S 7a- i  2a —•*y4'3 2tt —4 ) 4 ) 4 
, f+ i  
2a-/3+3 
' 4 
f+4 ' f+S ' f+8  '  4+ l>  4+1  
A i3+3 7 TL-ta 201-7 2«—r+3 272c.-/3+3 4 »•••> 4 > 4 »•••» 4 > 4 »•••» 4 » 4 >•••» 4 
Theorem 2. If 
(i) Re((T + f ^ min 6y) >0 (j = 1,2,..., m) 
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(ii) Re{(Tp + kmaxttj) < k + ^  (j = 1,2,.,. ,n) and 
(iii) w > 0, largT^I < c*7r,c* > 0, 
(iv) h = (27r)'~5~ + c*(l — p),  then 
(4.14) 
,pn+k (  
1 ^ -por+fc.p^ ^ (p^-k/2 
A(fc,l-(T),A(^,aa)> 
A(p,bp)  
jb''~2*'+5(4xy)t-f-4 
y«^\i_l_0 !» A /<? I / . V : f f» pa+2k,pl3  (4xj/)'=/2 
•(T) 
, and 
A(p,bf i )  
(4.15) 
A(2,6^) 
= 2"(27r)^-':'&?-y-^-T + igT-"+l 
A(fc, "-'+7+^ ).A(2,a„),A(fe, 3''-^-7+I )' 
A(2,6f) 
.2m,2n+t / 4" ^tjk^'' 
'2a+2k,2p 
PROOF: The Laplace transform of the G-function is given by 
(4.16) 
OO 
/ 
g-u,<^<r-l^m,n { rit> 
") h j dt 
w 
A(fe,l-o'),A(p,aa)'i 
A(p,6/3) 
On writing for w and multiplying both sides of (4.16) by ", we 
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oo 
(4.17) J (P^e-7S^C-'Gr,>" dt = 
(pg) f-f+i 
^/p 
G;:4.w (''""'•''"'"('"'"IlllCr''"""') • 
Now interpreting with the help of the known result 
^ (2(4^v)i) .Ret- > 0, 
it follows 
(4.18) (ixy)i-i  ^  J[ 2 ( 4 1 1 , ) ( • ' ' ' 1 , ° ° )  ^ y/^ 
(m) f-«+i /(A'-2/ 
i,pn+k ( , 
gzfcè ( 
A(à:,1-<t),A(P,0O) 
a(p,b0) 
Evaluating the left hand side integral of (4.18), with the help of known result [17, 
p. 83], we obtain the result (4.14). The following result will be used in the proof of 
(4.15). 
(4.19) If F ( p ,  q )  =  f ( x ,  y ) ,  then 
OO 
^''-'/(kv) = f (^)i-'j^{2^)f(x,q )dx. 
X J P 
0 
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From (4.14) and (4.19), we have 
(4.20) 
^<r-2v\-^ \ Z / 
f - f - i  
/ A(fc,4i-«T),A(p,a„),A(A:,2î^-(T)\ 
i>r*/^LO !• nli !• /f* pQf+2*r,p^ / \ -&/2 a+ k,pf i
OO 
On evaluating the integral in (4.20), and after simplification, we get the desired 
result (3.15) which completes the proof. 
Applications. The following results are obtained by using the known results from 
[17, pp. 52-68]. 
Let p = m = n = k = Oi = l,  j3 = 2. Then we find from (4.14) the representation 
0 
where 
(27r)Vgf-''+^ 
(4.21) 
2F1 (6 + 1,6-0 + l;6 + c+ 1; -y/^) 
and when letting p = k = l, m = /3 = 2, and n — a = 0, we get 
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\ 3\ 
Qv^) 
Let p = m = n — k = l,a = Q, and /3 = 4. Then we find 
(4.23) # 
{i^ f ^>--1 
L e t  m = l3 = 2, p = n = k = l, and a = 0. Then we get 
^2.2 / y—|«+i \ 
2iy^^l,4 \^VP9l/î,7,2a-7,2a-/î^ • 
Let p = n = k = l ,m = 2, /3 = 4, and o: = 0. Hence we find 
(;^ ) (;^ ) -
, /i + i \ 
/— 1,4 \ ^ + >'+" A-)i + t) A+ u-u X-^-v  }  • 2^4 ^ TT \ 2 ' 2 ' 2 ' 2 / 
Let m = /3 = 2, a = n = 0, and k — 1. Then from (4.15) we get the following 
representation: 
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(4.26) 
xT-t • S ZTT 1 
y »  4 8 sm(a7r)sin(/?7r) 
(  . I f f ( 2 )  
I syt I 8yi 
_e^T.-^(i) ( £1 I j j(2) 
mà-r 
Let m = k = 1, /3 = 2, and a = n = 0. Then we find 
(4.27) 
yl •'"'i (?) (?) ' + -^-"'1 (?) '•'-"'g (?) 1 
COS f (/^ + + | A-^+1 I+» 
^2.4 I I6p A-» p — V A— M*4*V A^H — O 
2 » 2 > 2 » 2 
Let k = l,m = j3 = 2, and n = a = 0. Then we get 
(4.28) 
2¥—4pi-7-fc+iofc-Hi 
.4,1 
7 r §r(| +  m - f c )r( i - m - f c )  I 16p 
T + K&'T-T-2t+: 
è >> z"+*" ' T ~ 
Theorem 3. If 
(i) Re(w) > 0; | arg 77I < c*7r, c* > 0 
(ii) He(cr + ^minfij) > 0 (j = 1,2,... ,m). 
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Then 
(4.29) 
_MZi.^2pm.2pn+fc ( 
(x + t/)-/2''2pa+<:,2p^ I (x + y)«= 
A(fc,l —•§-),A(2p ,Oo 
m2p,bfi) 
/9) 
2-+«(v^+ I (^+ V?)' 
A(&,l-iy),A(p,aa)^ 
a(p,b^) 
and 
(4.30) 
(P?)' 
_f^pm,pn- \ -k  
' PC+fc.P/î 
2U+<T-C*P-3 
(z + y)'/^ 
A(p,6g) 
TT c*p—1 
>•2 4z%/ ^2pm,2pn+fc f k''r}^P{2p)^P(°' ^\xy)'' ' 
(x + y)2 2pa+fc,2p/? ^ (x + y)*' 
^(^i~2'~^)''^(2p,a 
n. ^ 2pm,2pn+fc 
^'^^2pa+Jfc,2py3 I 
A(2p,6^) 
/ k^rj^p{2pyp<^°-^\xy)''  
(x + y)' 
, ^2pm,2pn+Jt / k' 'rfp{2pfp^'' ^\xyf 
2pa+fc,2p/î ^ (x + y)it 
A(2p,6;j) 
'^(^^il —f-))'<^(2p,Oa)^ 
A(2p,6^) 
PROOF: We start from the Laplace transform of the G-function given by 
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(4.31) 
j (^Tjà dt = 
0 
A(*:,l-<T),A(p,aa)> 
A(/>,6yj) 
Replacing w by (^/p + y/q) and multiplying both sides of (4.31) by y/^ we get 
(4.32) 
oo 
y v^« q-iy/p+s/g)*/^"— 'G5 (#' dt — 
y/m 
(\^+y/q) 
f ipm,pn+k 
(27r) ^ +'^* ^/£)" 
/  ^ kjjppp{a~p) A(A:,l-<T),A(f,a.)\ 
\(vp+s/t)'  mp>h) 
Now interpreting with the help of the known result 
1 
TTy/^  
exp 
_ 4 \x y J = VW exp [-( y/p +  ^ )t] 
we obtain 
(4.34) 
OO 
\1 {"* d t .  
Evaluating the integrals in the symbolic equation (4.34) with the help of (4.31) 
we arrive at the relation (4.29). To prove (4.30), we start from equation (4.32) and 
interpret with the help of the relation 
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(pq)^e 2 — 2(x + I/) + 4xy] e "(x + i) 
to get 
(4.35) dt = 
0 
oo 
Evaluating the integrals with the help of (4.31), we get, after some simplification, 
(4.30). This completes the proof. 
Applications. Let p = m = k = (T = a = l, and (3 = 2. Then from (4.29) we get 
(4.36) zg 2,3  xy 
x + y V X + y 
1 A g + l 
2 »  2  '  2  
iFi 
TT? r(6+i)r(ô ~ a +1) \/m 
2^+  ^ r(6 + c+ l )  i ^ + y / q f ^ ^  
6+1 ,6  — a  +  1 ;  6  +  c  4"  1 ;  
\/P +v?. 
Let p = k = l,m = /3 = 2, and n = a = 0. Hence we find 
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(4.37) 
(V^+ \/Ç)^ COS/JTT 
Let p = m = k = ^  = l,  and n = a = 0. Then we find 
(4.38) 
g 3(x+ii) 
yjx + y COS /3ir g\i 2^-^ (v^+Vg)  '  '  \v^+V9  
Let /9 = m = A; = /? = a = l, and n = 0. Hence we obtain 
(4.39) 4xy 
i^ + y) 
6 + 1  6  +  2  a  +  1  a  +  2  a :  +  y  
T~' ~T"' 2 ' "T"' ~"4^_ 
r (#  +  &) r (§  +  1 )  14  
26 -a r ( |  +  i ) r ( |  +  i )  VP  +  V?  ' 'U  v^+Vg  
0,a^ 
Let p = m = k = ^ = l ,  and n = a = 0. Hence we get from (4.30) the 
representation 
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(4.40) 
3+a^ 
(a + y)°+^ f r(;g - g + l)r(7 - g + 1) (gy)T-^+? 
(a;y)°'+f ^ " \ 2°+^'^ (x + y)f-i+i 
- ^)r(7 - =) 
(ii^) ^^.-^+,,4^ (4^) 
+ r ( / » - a - l ) r ( ^ - a - l ) ( j ^ )  
(4(3, +J,)) } • 
Let p = m = l,k = ^  = 2, and n = a = 0. Hence we get 
\ a+7+1  
(4.41) 
V^(V^+ _1.2 / 4 2«+#,2«+2^ 
24.45 1 
(x + y)^°'-^^ f (a;y)^"+^ / zy \ 
(Ty)2«-i %22«+4(z + y)2"+2 "^-"''+^2(z + y)y 
"*(2(^7^) (w^) 
(iix + y)) (2(1+ {2(1+ y)J-
Theorem 4. If 
(i) Re(a + f + ^ min bj) > 0  ( j  =  1 , . . . ,  m ) ,  
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(ii) Re{crp + kmaxaj) < k + ^  (j = I,... ,n), 
(iii) w > 0,1 argT/l < c*7r, c* > 0, then 
(4.42) 
t^-s/yz 
Y>(-1)7 1 V 
^ ¥il \4xyz) 'ai 
pa+2k,pf i  \  (4a; j , )* /2  
Qpm,pn+k (  V P 
... (pg)z-"+i 
p^p(a—fi)jg2k j^(*i 2-<''-2<+^)A(p,aa),A(*:,^-er-2<+i)v 
A(p,6/j) 
vp 
^pm,pn+k ( 
pa+k,pl3  ^ (pg)- i ( l  +  ^ )A  
a{k,l-i t) ,a(p,aa)^ 
a.(p,hp) 
PROOF: We start from the Laplace transform of the G-function given by (4.31); 
replacing w by (pq)~^ + \/f and multiplying by p~^(pqy~^\/r on both the sides of 
(4.31) we get 
OO 
(4.43) P~HPQY~"\/R J^RJÀ 
W r-u+l ••\/r(q + y/j^r) '^(27r) % 2/?" 
vp 
^pa+k,pl3 I , \ ^ (pq) 2 (1 + y/Mr)'' 
A(fc,l-(T),A(p,aa)"' 
a{p,bp) 
Now interpreting with known result [11, p. 144], we obtain 
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(4.44) (4xy)^  Jr—Ug,.! [2(4xy)hi] 
0 
1- (P?)' -v+1 
vp 
y/r (l + v^)"''(2t)^+'''^^"''^A:''-5/ 
pa+k,p0 ^ (pg):r(g  +  ^ ^ )*  
A(fc,l-<T),A(p,aa)'* 
mp,bp) 
Using known result [19, p. 246] on left hand side of (4.44), we obtain 
(4.45) 
(4xy) t - i  
TTv^ 
oo 
jJ2„-1 [2ivxy)u^] ^7? N 
Oo \ ,3 
e'^dt 
h 
- Vr(l + '(27r)4^+':'(^-'')A;'-^/)" 
- VP 
^pm,pn+fc /  fc*'77V("~^)(pg)i 
pa+*,p^ I (1 + ^ ^)* 
A(fc,l-<T),A(p,a„)"« 
A{p,6^) 
Finally, expanding e -«z and employing known result [17, p. 83] on the left hand 
side of (4.45), we obtain (4.42) and hence the proof is completed. 
Applications. 
Let p  =  m  =  k  =  T ]  =  l ,  n  =  a  =  0 ^ ( T  =  ^ ,  and /3 = 3. Then by (4.42), we get 
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(4.46) 7r t (pg)t  "  ^2 f (pg)^ 
(4zy)-i (-1/ 
Q,0, —Of 
and 
(4.47) 
tri{pqy 
p:( l  +  y/^)^ 1 j  a  
{pq) l  
J  
1 &
 
•
 
(1 + Y^(& «/—a (i + y /pqr)2  _ 
(4xy)" _ 3 OO 
0,a,—a 
Let p = T} = k = l, m = 2, n = a = 0, fi = 3 and c = i. Hence the theorem gives 
the following relations 
(4.48) 27r 2 (pg) 4 " 
P^(l  +  Y #r)& /a 
(pg)ï 
(1 + y/Mr)\ ka 
(P?)' 
(1 + y/i^)\ 
v/^ <=0 
2,3 2v^ a,0,-a 
(4.49) 
TT2(pq)- -
pz(l  +  V^)2 p cosec (2a7r) 
(P?)' 
— lo 
{4xy) „-3 OO E f=o 
(1 + ^ #r)2 
^-2<,%^-2< 
(pg)" 
(1 + 
1 
2-yïy 
a,—a,0 
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Let p = m = k = 'q = \, ^ = 2^n = a = Q,<t = \. Hence we get from (4.42) the 
representation 
(4.50) 
pif( l  + ypgr)4? \2 + 2y/pqr J 
(ixyy .Si oo (-1)' 
Let p = k = T] — l,m = 2,n = a = 0,l3 = 2 and <T = i. Then we have 
«•> ,-!iSSr"'(iîw) "(»&)-
/=o 
Theorem 5. If 
(i) Re(a + A + |maxCj) < ^ + 1 (; = !,...,n) 
(ii) Re(a- + min bj) > 0 (; = 1,..., m) 
(iii) Rev > 0, |argty| < 7r, | arg;;] < c*ir,c* > 0, 
(iv) i is a nonnegative integer, k and p are positive integers,. 
(v) h = (27r)^" '=+' '*(^" ' ' \  
Then 
§-2e,^-2r 
(4.52) 
yL2v—2<T+f—1 ( / 
A(fc,l-cr),A(p,a„),A(*:/+t;-<T) 
A(p,6^) 
k 
A{k,v- (7) ,A(p ,b t )  J ' 
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and 
(4.53) 
a—v+l  / J. 
m,n+fc I „i,2k^ g 
a- \ -2k , f i  
A(*r,l-<T),aa,A(fc,v—<r+€)> 
hp 
1.6-1 
„<-«+! (  ^ \  Qm+k,n+2k 
(2,r) k—p a+3k,0+l  
^ ( k ,v—<t-S+e),aa+k,Mk,v-<t+e)> 
PROOF: The generalized Stieltjes transform of the G-function is given by 
(4.54) y «1,-A 
f ^pm-\ -k ,pn+k 
'  ^ pa+k,pf i -^k  
Replacing w by pq and multiplying both sides of (4.54) by we get 
OO 
(«5) / i;;) a=^ 
0 
Now interpreting with the help of the known result 
^ rM (^) " > 0, 
it follows that 
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(4.56) 
0 
Evaluating the integral on left hand side of (4.56), with the help of the Hankel 
transform of the G-function [17, p. 83], we get (4.52). We need the following result 
to prove (4.53). 
If f(x, y) = F(p, q), then 
po 
(4.57) X»-'/ (py) = y'(^)'->J,(2v/?Â)F(A,î)<iA. 
0 
Now, from (4.52) and (4.57), we have 
(4.58) 
ô-e- l /V\v- (r - l f^pm,pn+k f  T} ' 'p ' ' ^"  
^ ^pa+2k,pfi [ ^-kyk 
A(fc,l-iT),A(p,ao,),A(Ar,f+t)-<r)> 
A(p,6/3) 
//«"-«(A,)' A(*:,l-tT),A(p,aa) 
A(k,v-<T) ,A(p ,bp)  
d\. 
On evaluating the integral in (4.58), we arrive at (4.53). This completes the proof. 
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Applications. 
Let /o = m = n = ^ = ^=l,o; = 0,;5 = 4, and u = |. Them from (4.52) we get 
^1,5 A — 1 A_—_^j-£ ^ A —^ — 6 ^ • P 
Let /9 = n = fc = ^ =l,m = 2,/5 = 4,a = 0, and v = h. Hence we find 
îê" (;&) (;&) ^  
(pq)^ 3 _ A  
*^1,5 \ PQI A — 1 X-^n-^6 A —/i+tf A+M~tf X — fi — S )  •  \ 2 » 2 > 2 » 2 » 2 ' P  *  »  '  *  
Let m = n = Â: = 7/ = v = l, y9 = 2, a = 0, <T = l + 7i, and ^ = 7i — 72 where 
72 < 7i,7i and 72 are integers. Hence from (4.53), we find 
(4.61) x'y "  ""zf i  (» + 7i,« + 72l« + /3;-^) = 
r(a +/3)p-»-T', '+T> ^ 2,3 f  g 
a-1,/3,0 r (& + 7i)r(a  + 72)  \  p 
where u = a + ^4-72 — 1-
We now establish two results whose proofs are similar to the proofs of the foregoing 
theorem. These new results will be used to obtain correspondences, involving the G-
function, between the original and the image in three variables. 
Theorem 6. I f  
(i) c* = m+ n =  ^ (p + q), 
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(ii) Re(a + ^ min bj) > 0(j = 1,..., m ) ,  
(iii) Re(u}) > 0, c* > 0, |argi/| < c*Tr, and 
(iv) h = then 
(4.62) 
(vp + ^ +vf)' ^(VP+V« + Vr)"  A (p,bf i) 
= __i^^y^y£__q2pm,2pn+k f 
"• (a:?/+ yz + 0x) f I (a;yz)~*^(a;y + yz + zx)* 
A(A:,1 —Y),A(2P,AA)^ 
A(2p,6^) 
where s = 2"^ '' " and 
^ " 1 
u = ^  ôj - J] aj + -(a - + 1. 
;=i i=i 
(4.63) 
y/^ \xy + yz + zx. 
xyz \ ^  _2pm,2p»+, / (4t)''r/2''(2/,)^'^«-/^) 
/ 2pa+k,2p^ ^ {xyz)~^{xy + yz + ZxY 
A(fc,l-<T),A(p,aa)> 
A(2p,6^) 
CPy/¥  ^pm,pn+k (  fc^ t /^ (p)P(°-^)  
- is/p+s/q + y/^y \{y/p+y/q + y/^y 
where c = 2''*''~"~''+^7r''*''+f A;^. 
A(fc,l —f')iA(2p,aa)' ' 
^{2p,bp) 
Applications. 
The following results axe obtained from Theorem 6 by using known results from 
[17] on pages 53-68 in (2.6) and (2.7). 
Let p = u = m = n = k = a = l ,  and ^ = 2. Hence by (4.62), (4.63) respectively, 
we get 
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(4.64) 
1 — A — 6 ~ «H ' 
i x y z ) ^ 2  ^2,3 i  x y z  
bl ^3,4 (xy +  y z  +  z x )  %  '  y x y  y z  +  z x  
2 I 2 > 2 
_ c7r^v /f»?rl'(A + a + l)r(f + a + 1) 
~ {y/p+y/q + y/^y+^+tia + b+l) 
, f ^ ( a  +  ^  +  l , a  +  s  +  l • , a  +  b + l • , - ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ) ,  
where c = 22-(2'^+«+2+6i). 
I&' i ' i  
(4.66) (—!—) ' G:': ( —, 
\ x y  +  y z  +  z x j  '  ^ xy+ yz +  zx | i  a  ^ i  
= (27r)^p\/ôfarctan ^y/p + y/q + Vr)"?] . 
Let k = p = u = l, m = l3 = 2, and n = a = 0. Hence by (4.62), we get 
(4.66) 
(VP+ y/q  +  Vr) '^  -4-fc  
exp 
Xy/P + y/Q + \/r). y/P + y/q + \/r 
(xy + y z  +  z x ) ^  4,1 
( x y z )  ^+*+1 Gî:4 
x y z  
xy + yz + zx 
1+ ^ (A+Â:) 
Al_ 4"! ^2 ^24"! 2 > 2 ' 2 » 2 
where hi = 4 + A + m; 62 = è + ~ m. 
Let fc=/9 = m = i/ = l,n = a = 0, and ^ = 3. Hence from (4.63), we obtain the 
relation 
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(4.67) 
1 l- i (a+„+r)  
\xy + yz + ZX) 
GÎ: 2.1 (__^yz___ ® I  I6(xy + yz + zx) »i t.+i tj+a 2 * 2 ) 2  ) 
= „+^+i^ ^(V^+V^+VF) [2(v^+V? +v^)  ^]  ,  
3 3 ^ 
(i = 1,2,3), where u = '^bj - ^ a j  - -, j=i j=i 
( t  =  l - ^ ( a  + n  +  v ) ,  
,  a +  ^  + 1 ,  a + v , ,  a — v 0i = ,02 = —-—, and 03 = —-—. 
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V. APPLICATIONS INVOLVING TWO DIMENSIONAL 
LAPLACE TRANSFORMS 
A. Introduction 
Among the tools that are very useful in solving linear differential equations are 
two-dimensional integral transforms given by 
The function F is said to be the transform of /, and the functions Ki and K2 are 
the kernels of the transformation. The general idea is to use the relation (5,1) to 
transform a problem for / into a problem for F. We pass through three states: 
(1) Obtaining the transformed equation by applying the transformation to the 
differential equation. 
(2) Solving the transformed equation. 
(3) Recovering the orginal function / from its inverse transform F. 
By making a suitable choice of the kernels Ki^K^, and the integration limits a, 6, c, 
and d, it is often possible to simplify substantially a problem involving a linear differ­
ential equation. Laplace himself showed that his transform reduces linear ordinary 
differential equations with constant coefficients to algebriac equations. However, it 
is only recently that the two-dimensional Laplace transform has been applied to the 
solution of partial differential equations. 
In carrying out the procedure to solve second order partial differential equations 
we encounter difficulties peculiar to the operational calculus in two dimensions. In 
b d 
(5.1) K\(p, x)Ki{q, y)S{x, y)dxdy. 
a c  
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this case it will be necessary to specify boundary conditions, and in obtaining the 
transformed equation it is sometimes necessary to demand more initial or boundary 
conditions than the problem requires. However, when solving the transformed equa­
tion we can eliminate these extra conditions by examining the analytic properties of 
this solution. Finally, we recover the desired solution of the original equation from 
the solution of the transformed equation by using tables or with help of the inversion 
theorem. The Laplace transform is especially useful in solving problems with nonho-
mogeneous terms of a discontinuous or impulsive nature. It is particularly valuable 
in circuit analysis, where discontinous or impulsive forcing terms are common, but 
it is also important in other applications, such as the evaluation of some integrals 
and in the solution of certain integral equations. In this chapter we will consider 
applications of the Laplace transform in solving partial differential equations, and in 
obtaining relations between Laplace and other integral transforms. 
The Laplace transforms can be used to solve many problems involving systems of 
linear differential equations, and many problems in partial differential equations. In 
this section we consider four problems. 
Problem 5.1. We consider the following boundary value problem 
Let u(x,y) = U(p, ç). Then by applying the Laplace transform to (5.2), we have 
B. Solution of Partial Differential Equations 
(6.2) 
Uc +Ug = x^e", 0 < X < 00, 0 < y < oo, 
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from which we can easily write down, the solution for U(p, q) 
(5.3) U(p, q) = . , — + , , rr- + ^ (P +  5)(?- l )  (P +  ?)(P-1)  p^(p +  î ) ( î -1) '  
Now 
and 
pq ro for x  > y ,  
(p+ !)(?•  -1)  1 [ e«-' for X  < y ,  
pq ' 0 for X  < y ,  
(p + ç)(p--1)  ••  1  , e'-» for X  > y ,  
^ r2(z_ y) - - y)^ + (x^ - 2 x  + 2)e* - 2 for x > y 
" I (z: - 2x + 2)i ov _ 26*-: for x <y + ?)(?- 1) 
Therefore, through use of the above results, we arrive at the solution 
R 2(x - J/) - (a; - y)2 + (a:^ - 2 + 2)eî'+ ^ - 2 for x > y, 
(5.4) «(-.!/)= I _ 2^^ 2) 
Problem 5.2. 
For our next example, let us consider the following problem 
u t  =  c  u x x i  z > 0,Z > 0, 
,  .  ,  w(2,0)  =0,  
^ «(0,<) = 6 6(f), 
u {x,t) —»• 0 as Xoo. 
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Let u(x,t) = U(p, g), then integrating by parts we find pq J Je ^^Ut{x,t)dtdx 
0 0 
oo °° oo 
— pq J +q J e~^*u(x,t)di}dx 
0 0 0 
OO 
= —pq J e~^^u(x, 0)dx + ? U (P, q). 
Similarly, we find 
OO OO 
p 9  j  j  ^~ ^ ^ ~ ^ ^ u x x i x , t ) d x d t  
0 0 
oo 
= PQ j e~''{ e r 'u  
OO 
+ p J e~^^Ux(x,t)dx}dt 
0 0 
OO OO 
= p^q) — q J e~^%(0,t)dt} — pq J e~^^Ux(0,t)dt. 
Using the above results in (5.5) leads to the transformed problem 
(5.6) qU(p,q) = c [-pG(q) -  p^b + p^ U (p, q)] 
where G(q) = Ux{0,t). 
Therefore, we find that 
(6.7) 
Now 
U(P,Ç) +  
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and 
Hence, 
p2 - q f c  = cosh ("v9' 
U(a;,9) = .^^sinh G(ç) + ôcosh 
exp(®y^) + ^ 
Imposing the boundary conditions requires that 
^-g{q) + 6 exp(—X 
(5.8) 
G{q) = —6^^; hence, 
U(a;, g) = 6exp • 
In order to invert (5.8), we use the known result 
g-avA = Erfc ( 
\.2V? 
from which we deduce the solution 
(6.9) u(x,t) = b Erfc 
2\/ct 
,x > 0, < > 0 
Problem 5.3. 
As a third example we solve the following problem 
(5.10) 
ut 
«(z,  0)  
u{0,t) 
u(x , t )  
= c u 
x x  i  X > 0, i > 0 
X,  
= h\/t, 
bounded. 
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The Laplace transform applied to (5.10) yields 
(5.11) qU{p,q) = c -pG(q) + (?> 
from which it follows that 
(5.12) 
- q/c 2 — q/c cp"^ — q '  
Therefore, we find 
U (®) (?) — exp(a:^/-)+ 
+ 5vf + ^  ~ exp(—a:^/-) + x. 
To satisfy the boundedness condition in (5.10), we must have 
hence 
(5.13) U(3:,g) = ^6 g ^/^exp + a;. 
Then, using the following inverse relation 
(6.14) 4 Sy^exp (^) - a Erfc , 
we obtain the solution 
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(5.15) u(x, t) = X + b\/ ie —  E r f c  (  — )  ,  a :  >  0 ,  i  >  0 .  
yc \2\/ctJ 
Problem 5.4. Consider 
f ut 
u(x,0) 
1 w(0,i) 
I  u(x,t) 
The transformed equation is 
cu X X }  
0, 
±_ 
vt 
0 as 
a; > 0, t  > 0 
x —> oo 
u ( p ,  q )  pG{q) by/jr p2 _ £ p2 _ £ y/q-1' 
Taking the inverse with respect to p, we get 
= - exp(-
Now using Hm u(x,q) = 0, we find G(q) = 
X—fOO 
Hence U(p,q) = VFTp+^-
Inverting with respect to p now, we obtain 
by/n 
Inverting with respect to q finally will lead to the solution 
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( 4\ — u(x,()-^  
I'H) ~ (""s) (\/"' " %") ("' - t) *)' 
X > 0, < > 0. 
C. Bessel Integral Transforms Related to Laplace Transform 
in Two Variables 
Here we develop certain integral transformations that are related to the Laplace 
transformation in two variables. 
1. Meijer-Laplace transform of two variables. 
The Meijer-Laplace transform is defined as follows: 
OO 
(5.16) *( j)  = « f  Mt). 
0 
We shall use the short hand notation for the G-function 
when no ambiguity can arise. We define the Meijer-Laplace transform of two variables 
as 
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(5.17) $(!>,«) =M IJ (2pi|;';) 
0 0 
) /(z, y)dxdy, R«(p, q) > 0, 
which is the generalization of the well-known Laplace transform of two variables 
oo oo 
(5.18) F{p,q)=pqj J e~' ' '~^^f{x,y)dxdy, Re(p,$)>0. 
0 0 
Theorem 1. Let 
(i) $(P, 9) =/(z-", %/-"), • 
(ii) p''" " " /(p, q) = gix, y), 
(iii) PQ I S Go,til ( ^  I ( & I bj) 9(z, y)dxdy = G{p, q;x,y) 
0 0 \ I / \ I / 
where Oj = Q,ai = n + -—- — l,z = 1,... ,n 
n 
7 - 1  b i  = O ^ b j  = V -\  l ,y  =  1, . . . ,m,  then 
T f l  
(5.19) ?"<"-•),"-'"-"«(p,?) = G(p,q-,x,y), 
y/mn (27r) 2—^ 
provided that the integrals involved are absolutely convergent. 
PROOF: From (i) and (iii), we have 
(5.20) 
OO oo 
^(PiQ)=PQ J J du 
0 0 
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and 
oo oo 
(5.21) = y J e-' '" ' -"" " '^g(x,y)dxdy. 
0 0 
Therefore, 
oo oo 
—pt^qu (5.22) H p , q ) = p q J  J  e 
0 0 
0 0 
r -u"  V ^ y ) d x d y  } d t  d u  
In view of the assumption that the improper integrals convarge uniformly, we thus 
may interchange integration to obtain 
(5.23) 
$ ( p , 9 )  = M  J  J  g(x,y)dxdy J J ^ mv-m-l^-qu-n-"y^^ 
0 0 0 
oo 
Let 7= J  
0 
To compute the integral I we apply the method of Mellin transform. There follows 
c+ioo , 
r(n — f in — s) X" 
or 
(27ri) '  2 tthh— j r('S)r(// — 1 + 5)r(/x — 1 + s + —) 
Cl 
, , M -1 n"' 
... r(// — 1 + 5 H ) ds n ' p^^x' 
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or 
T,n(l-M)«n(/i-l)-i r  n^a s 1 
' = (2,0-^ i  
C2 
. . .  r ( / i  — 1  — 5  H )ds 
n 
Now using (iii), (5.23) and (5.24) we get the desired result (5.19). Thus the theorem 
is proved. 
Corollary. 
TaJdng n = m = l,fj, = a + l,v + ^ = 1 in (5.19), we get the following two 
dimensional Bessel transform in terms of the Laplace transform: 
oo oo 
(5.25) = 4 / /z»!/^;ir^(2\^;ir^(2Y^a,(z,y)jz(f%/. 
0 0 
We shall denote (5.25) symbolically as $(p, q)-^g{x, y). 
Theorem 2. If 
( i )  f iP^q)  =/(a:" ,  ! / ' " ) ,  
(ii) f { p , q )  =  g { x , y ) ,  
then 
(5.26) <f>{p, q) n' 
y/nm(2Tr) '  
oo oo / 
0 0 \ 
(?î m,l m 
a, ,  m"^y 
g(x,y)dxdy, 
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where a,- = 1 — // + ,i = 1,... ,n, 
j -I 
b j  = 1 — V  , j  =  1, . . . ,  m,  
m 
provided that all the integrals involved are absolutely convergent. 
PROOF: From (i) and (ii), we have 
(5.27) 
OO oo 
< p ( p ,  q )  =  p q  J  J  '  - p t — q u  
0 0 
0 0 
x - u  Vg(^x,y)dxdy ) dtdu 
0 0 0 0 
dxdy. 
The change of order of integration is justified under the conditions of theorem. 
Evaluating the inner integrals with the use of Miller transform, similar to what we 
did in the foregoing theorem, we obtain the result (5.26). Thus the theorem is proved. 
Corollary. 
Letting n = m = 2,  a  = ^— /? =  u — | in  (5.26), we obtain the following 
transform in terms of the Laplace transform: 
(6.28) 
(pqr'^p,q) = 2''+"-=r(3 - 2a)r(3 - 2^) 
OO oo 
/  j e x p  ( ^  +  | - )  
\/2œ ^20-3 
dxdy. 
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We denote (5.28) as $(p,ç)^gr(x,y). 
2. Applications based on the corollaries. 
Let / (i» = e"®", then we have 
<t>{p,q)=pq S{l,pq), and 
/ ( p ,  q )  =  e " M  =  J o . o  ( 3 ^ ^ )  .  
Take // = u = —1, then y) = Jo,o (3^/5y), hence by the first corollary, we get 
oo oo 
(5.29) j  j  ^K-2 (2V« K.2 (2V® JO.O (3^) dxrfy = 
0 0 
or Jo,o(3^). 
For our second application, let us take f(x^,y^) = e~®^, then we have 
<^(P, ?) = pqe^''Ei{p, q), and /(p, q )  =  e  
Now if we choose ytz = u = 0, then 
^(x,y)  =  I 
I  0  f o r  y < ^ .  
Hence by (5.28), we get 
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(5.30) 
0 0 
= ^ '"Ei{pq), V> 
o r  ï > i .  
In a similar manner, more formulae can be obtained. 
3. Differential equations statisfied by 
We shall consider some of the G-functions that we got in Chapter IV and find what 
differential equations they satisfy. We need the following formula 
(5.31) XAg,";" (cx'I:;) = . 
Consider the G-function of two variable from Chapter IV 
%(%,!/) = 
where c = , r = pm, s = pn u = pa 2k and v + p^. Hence by (5.31), 
we find 
(5.32) T^G%(x, J,) = C (| - J - I) G%(x, y) + ir(U, i, y) 
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and 
(6.33) (ï, (5 - I - î) y )  + ff(«, t>; x ,  y ) ,  
where H(u,v;x,y) =c(xy)i ' «GÎ+ Î' b+ i (a(iî() 
0,A(fc,4i-or),A(fc,2i!^-<r; 
Thus from the two equations (5.32) and (5.33), we get the differential equation 
(5 34) ;r^G%(T, y) - (x, y) = 0. 
For our next example we consider the following G-function given as 
(6.35) Gi',(x,y) = xi-iyi-i 
fn4pm,4pn+k /„ /_ , ,2\fc  
^4pa+fc,4p/9 y^K^y ) lA(r/j,6^) / '  
where r  —  4 p m ,  s  =  4 p n  +  k  
u  = A p a , v  = 4/9/5 and c = 
Hence by (5.31) we find 
(6.36) i^Gj;(x,!,) = (f - j) a '^%(x,v) + h ( u , v , x , y )  
and 
(5.37) y ) = { j - l )  a Z ( ^ <  y )  + S{ u ,  v ,  x ,  y )  
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where 
H^u,v,x,y)  = '  
Subtracting the two equations (5.36) and (5.37), we get the differential equation 
(5.38) y) - y) + j <?[•• (x, y) = o. 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS 
Our main goal was to establish new theorems on multi-dimensional Laplace trans­
forms especially the inverse problem. In Chapters II and III we obtained many inverse 
Laplace transforms. The theorems of Chapter II were employed to obtain many corre­
spondences, involving commonly used special functions, between the original and the 
image in two variables. 
In Chapter III an extension to the three dimensional case was accomplished. The 
new results we have obtained are expected to be very helpful in some applications in 
engineering and applied mathematics. 
During the past few years the theory of Meijer's G-function is extensively used in the 
theory of statistical distributions, studying the production of heat in a cylinder, solving 
dual integral equations and studying hard limiting of sinusoidal signals. A discussion of 
these applications is available in Mathia and Saxena [17]. In Chapter IV we obtained 
several two and three dimensional Laplace transform pairs for G-functions. Hopefully 
these new results will be useful in some of the above mentioned applications. 
Finally, in Chapter V, we applied the Laplace transformation to find solutions of some 
boundary value problems for partial differential equations. We also derived a relation 
between Laplace and Bessel transformations in two variables. Further we found partial 
differential equations satisfied by G-functions in two variables that we have obtained 
in Chapter IV in this work. 
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